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ABSTRACT
The Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) algorithm, developed as part of this
dissertation research, is a “Cocktail Party Problem” processor that can boost speech
intelligibility for a target talker from a specified “look” direction, while suppressing the
intelligibility of competing talkers. The algorithm holds promise for both automatic
speech recognition and assistive listening device applications. The STTC algorithm
operates on a frame-by-frame basis, leverages the computational e ciency of the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT), and is designed to run in real time. Notably, performance in
objective measures of speech intelligibility and sound source segregation is comparable
to that of the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM). Because the
STTC algorithm computes a time-frequency mask that can be applied independently
to both the left and right signals, binaural cues for spatial hearing, including Interaural
Time Di↵erences (ITDs), Interaural Level Di↵erences (ILDs) and spectral cues, can be
preserved in potential hearing aid applications. A minimalist design for a proposed
STTC Assistive Listening Device (ALD), consisting of six microphones embedded
in the frame of a pair of eyeglasses, is presented and evaluated using virtual room
acoustics and both objective and behavioral measures. The results suggest that the
proposed STTC ALD can provide a significant speech intelligibility benefit in complex
auditory scenes comprised of multiple spatially separated talkers.
v
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The “cocktail party problem” presents a challenge for several fields of inquiry, includ-
ing Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA), Blind Source Separation (BSS)
and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). There is the problem itself, isolating one
talker from a mixture of talkers, but there is also the question of whether a solu-
tion can be arrived at in real time using short-time processing and without a priori
knowledge of the number, and locations, of the competing talkers. Several solutions,
most notably from the BSS field, require this aforementioned a priori knowledge.
The Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) algorithm presented herein o↵ers a so-
lution to the “cocktail party problem”, while operating in real time and without any
a priori knowledge about the distracting non-target talkers. The STTC algorithm
was designed to meet the following four requirements:
1. Provide a speech intelligibility benefit in the presence of multiple talkers
while preserving binaural cues. Despite several decades of research, there are no
speech enhancement algorithms that can provide a speech intelligibility benefit for
hearing aid users (Loizou, 2013). Multichannel Wiener Filters (MWFs) (Doclo et al.,
2015) improve speech quality for stationary noise but provide no appreciable benefit
for non-stationary noise. Beamforming algorithms can provide a directional SNR
boost, but their output is diotic (i.e., two identical copies of a single waveform),
resulting in the unfortunate loss of binaural cues. The STTC algorithm, presented
and evaluated herein, is designed to provide an intelligibility benefit in the presence
of non-stationary noise (i.e., speech) while still preserving binaural cues.
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2. Achieve sound source segregation performance that approaches that of
the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM). Put forth as
the goal(s) of Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA) (Wang, 2005; Hum-
mersone et al., 2014), the IBM and IRM are computed using “oracle” knowledge of
the clean and isolated waveforms of all sound sources in the mixture; i.e., they require
access to the Signal (target talker) and Noise (interfering talkers) components of a
sound mixture. The STTC algorithm is designed with the criterion of e↵ecting sound
source segregation at a level of performance comparable to that of the IBM and IRM.
3. Use short-time processing that leverages the FFT.
The window length of auditory perception is estimated to be approximately 20 ms
(Saberi and Perrott, 1999; Schnupp et al., 2010); hence, all STTC algorithm pro-
cessing, as described and evaluated herein, is implemented using 20.48 ms short-time
windows. Computational e ciency, and real-time processing, is achieved by using
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Oppenheim and Schafer, 2009).
4. A priori knowledge about the competing talker(s) is not required.
Several established CASA algorithms, such as MESSL (Mandel et al., 2010b) and
DUET (Rickard, 2007), require a priori knowledge of both the number and location(s)
of all non-target sound sources. The STTC algorithm does not require this a priori
knowledge, as it needs only the direction of the target sound source.
Overview
The Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) algorithm presented herein builds on
previous work described in the “Background” Section of Chapter 2. The workings of
the STTC algorithm, and the design for an STTC Assistive Listening Device (ALD),
are described in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 and 5 present evaluation results using both
computational and behavioral measures of performance.
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Chapter 4 evaluates the STTC algorithm using a computational model of room
acoustics, first for a relatively large 320-mm (⇠ 12.6”) eight-microphone array, and
then for a smaller 140-mm (⇠ 5.5”) six-microphone array, as used in the proposed
STTC ALD. The greater inter-microphone distance of the larger eight-microphone
array allows for better cancellation at the lower frequencies, thereby yielding better
performance metrics than with a smaller array.
Chapter 5 evaluates the proposed 140-mm six-microphone array STTC ALD using
both virtual room acoustics and Head Related Impulse Responses (HRIRs) recorded
with a KEMAR manikin. This binaural approach, using KEMAR’s ears, is useful
for evaluating the potential of the STTC ALD for improving target talker speech
intelligiblity while still preserving binaural cues for spatial hearing. Chapter 5 presents
three sets of results. In the first set of results, performance of the STTC algorithm
is compared with that of “Ideal” Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. In the second set of
results, performance of the STTC algorithm is evaluated alongside a head-mounted
beamforming array. The final set of results evaluates the proposed STTC ALD using
behavioral (i.e., psychoacoustic) measures with human subjects.
The results presented in this dissertation are encouraging and suggest that the pro-
posed STTC ALD could provide a speech intelligibility benefit to those who struggle
in complex listening situations. The results from the psychoacoustic experiments pre-
sented in Chapter 5 suggest that even Normal Hearing (NH) listeners would benefit
from using the proposed STTC ALD in challenging listening situations with multi-
ple concurrent talkers. The STTC algorithm described and evaluated herein builds
on previous contributions made by researchers at Boston University and other in-
stitutions. Previous work which was especially influential in the development of the
STTC algorithm is described in the following “Background” chapter (Ch. 2) before





This background section is not meant to be an exhaustive review of all the inter-
related fields that informed this research project. It instead focuses on previous
work that directly influenced the development of the Short-Time Target Cancellation
(STTC) algorithm presented herein. The intent throughout this research project was
to develop a hearing aid that would improve the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for
target speech sources while still preserving binaural spatial cues. This dissertation
is at the intersection of several fields, including spatial hearing, speech processing
and array processing. The problem to be investigated is the multiple-sound-source
“cocktail party” problem (Cherry, 1953; Cooke et al., 1993; Bronkhorst, 2000, 2015).
A solution to the aforementioned “cocktail party” problem could consist of an
“unmixing” process capable of removing the noise component (i.e., distracting speech
waveforms) from a sound mixture so as to isolate the speech signal of interest: the
speech waveform spoken by the target talker. The question here is: Can we filter out
the distracting talkers, thereby isolating the target talker, in real time and without
a priori knowledge of the location and number of distracting talkers? Segregation of
multiple concurrent talkers is a di cult problem and every state of the art algorithm
has some weakness or tradeo↵ that yields suboptimal performance.
This background chapter reviews binaural hearing, Spatial Release from Masking
(SRM), the Visually Guided Hearing Aid (VGHA) and Computational Auditory Scene
Analysis (CASA). Prior approaches to e↵ecting real-time sound source segregation,
first the monoaural output VGHA, and then the binaural output “target cancellation”
and “phase di↵erence” CASA algorithms, are described in the pages that follow.
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2.2 Binaural Hearing and Spatial Release from Masking (SRM)
Humans localize sound sources in the horizontal plane using binaural cues: Interau-
ral Time Di↵erences (ITDs) and Interaural Level Di↵erences (ITDs) (Colburn and
Kulkarni, 2005). If the sound source is directly in front of (or behind) the listener,
there is no ITD or ILD. For all other directions in the horizontal plane, sound arrives
earlier at one of the two ears, with a maximum possible ITD of ±660 µs for a sound
source located at ±90  (assuming an average sized head). For frequencies greater
than 1.5 kHz, the size of the head, relative to the wavelength of the arriving sound,
causes a “head shadow” e↵ect (Durlach and Colburn, 1978), reflecting rather than
di↵racting much of the arriving sound, thereby creating the ILD. Speech has most of
its information and energy in frequency regions below 5 kHz (Rabiner and Schafer,
2011), though plosives provide high frequency (above 5 kHz) spectral cues important
for determining the elevation of sound sources (Langendijk and Bronkhorst, 2002).
Human listeners segregate sound sources using not just the above mentioned lo-
calization cues, but also pitch and harmonicity cues (Wang and Brown, 2006); e.g.,
human listeners can segregate sound sources in monaural mixtures. However, sound
source segregation is easier when binaural spatial cues are also available. A psy-
choacoustic measure of this improvement in target talker speech intelligibility with
access to binaural cues is Spatial Release Masking (SRM), calculated by determining
a Speech Reception Threshold (SRT), the target sound level in decibels at which 50%
of the words are identified correctly, for both a Colocated condition (all sound sources
from the same direction) and a Spatially Separated condition. The di↵erence between
the SRT for the Colocated and Spatially Separated conditions yields the SRM metric.
This SRM metric is used in Chapter 5 to compare performance of the STTC algo-
rithm, developed as part of this research project, and the Visually Guided Hearing
Aid (VGHA) head-mounted beamforming array, described in the following section.
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2.3 Visually Guided Hearing Aid (VGHA) beamforming array
The Visually Guided Hearing Aid (VGHA) (see Fig. 2·1) uses a beamforming array
with four pairs of microphones mounted on a headband (Favrot et al., 2013; Kidd
et al., 2013, 2015; Kidd, 2017). The “look” direction of the array is specified by the
eyetracker. The head-mounted beamformer can provide a directional SNR boost, but
its output is diotic (i.e., two copies of the same waveform), resulting in loss of binaural
cues. While the VGHA has been shown to provide a benefit for Hearing Impaired (HI)
listeners who do not have access to binaural cues, the VGHA provides no benefit for
Normal Hearing (NH) listeners (Kidd et al., 2015). For these NH listeners, any benefit
provided by a directional SNR boost is o↵set by the concomitant loss of binaural cues
that would have allowed for Spatial Release from Masking (SRM).
Figure 2·1: Components of the Visually Guided Hearing Aid (VGHA)
head-mounted beamforming array. (A) the eye tracker, microphone
array, insert earphones and associated electronics. (B) the microphone
array mounted on a headband. (C) the circuit board underneath the
headband that contains the array and electronics. The arrows between
B and C indicate the positions of the four rows of four microphones on
the circuit board. Figure reproduced from Kidd (2017).
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2.4 Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA)
The field of Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA) (Cooke et al., 1993;
Wang and Brown, 2006) attempts to use neural processing motifs to e↵ect sound
source segregation through machine-hearing algorithms. A generic two-microphone
CASA algorithm that computes a binary Time-Frequency (T-F) mask using a pair of
signals (xL and xR) is shown in Fig. 2·2; as shown in this figure, XL[n, k] and XR[n, k]
are the Short-Time Fourier Transforms (STFTs) of the signals xL and xR.
The left and right STFTs XL[n, k] and XR[n, k] are interfaced in some way to
compute a Time-Frequency (T-F) mask M [n, k] that will be used to filter out the
distracting talkers and enhance the intelligibility of the target talker. The STFT of
the signal from one of the microphones is multipled by the T-F mask M [n, k], thereby
deleting, or attenuating, T-F tiles that are dominated by the distracting talkers:
Y [n, k] =
 
XL[n, k]⇥M [n, k]
 
(2.1)
A real valued time-domain waveform, an estimate of the target sound source, is then






Figure 2·2: Generic 2-microphone CASA algorithm for computing a
Time-Frequency mask. Reproduced from Moghimi and Stern (2014).
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The Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask (IBM)
Posited as the performance “goal” of CASA, the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) is set to a
value of zero if a Time-Frequency (T-F) unit (i.e., “tile”) is dominated by noise and
set to a value of unity if it is dominated by signal energy from the target. Hence, the














where S2(t, f) and N2(t, f), are the target speech energy and noise energy, respec-
tively. The Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM) (Narayanan and Wang, 2013; Hummersone et al.,
2014) is a “soft” alternative to the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM). Rather than binary
values, the continuously-valued IRM uses the ratio of target speech energy to mixture
energy (i.e., signal + noise) within each Time-Frequency (T-F) unit:
IRM(t, f) =
S2(t, f)
S2(t, f) +N2(t, f)
(2.4)
The IBM and IRM (see Fig. 2·3) are said to have “oracle knowledge” of the Signal
and Noise components of the mixture. As such, they establish an “Ideal” standard






















Figure 2·3: The Ideal Binary Mask (left) and Ideal Ratio Mask (right),
examples for a mixture of 7 talkers. Note that the Ideal Ratio Mask
has continuous values between 0 and 1.
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2.5 Target cancellation and phase di↵erence CASA algorithms
This section briefly reviews three CASA algorithms that were especially influential
in the development of the Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) algorithm de-
scribed and evaluated in subsequent chapters. Two of the CASA algorithms take a
“target cancellation” approach while the third takes a “phase di↵erence” approach.
Consistent with the basic layout of the “Generic CASA algorithm” described in the
previous section (see Fig. 2·2), all three of these CASA algorithms use signals from a
pair of microphones to estimate a binary T-F mask; i.e., each T-F tile is assigned a
value of 1 or 0 based on an estimate of whether that particular T-F tile is dominated
by the target talker (i.e., the Signal of interest) or the distracting talker(s) (i.e., the
Noise). The STTC algorithm, which will be described in the following chapter, di↵ers
from these three CASA algorithms by using multiple microphone pairs to compute a
continuously valued (i.e., “soft”) ratio mask.
A sound mixture of multiple concurrent talkers can be considered to consist of two
components for each input microphone: Signal (i.e., the isolated speech waveform
spoken by the talker of interest) and Noise (the multiple superimposed waveforms
from all other talkers and sound sources). The “target cancellation” approach involves
removing the Signal waveform from a sound mixture and computing an estimate of
the Noise in said mixture. The individual T-F tiles are then weighed according to the
percentage of the mixture dominated by this Noise estimate. For “target cancellation”
algorithms that compute a binary mask, these weights are “1” or “0”. The related
“phase di↵erence” approach uses left-right phase disparities in the frequency domain
to determine whether a T-F tile is likely to be Signal dominated or Noise dominated,
and assigns T-F tile weights of “1” or “0” accordingly. The two approaches are
closely related because the “target cancellation” strategy uses phase di↵erences to
remove (i.e., “cancel”) the target signal, from the sound mixture.
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Target cancellation via adaptive filter
The CASA algorithm described in Roman et al. (2006) (Fig. 2·4) e↵ects target can-
cellation via a pre-trained adaptive filter and computes a binary mask based on the
amount of target cancellation. There are two primary advantages to their approach:
1) only the location (i.e., Direction of Arrival angle) of the target need be specified,
and 2) performance is relatively robust in reverberant environments.
A block diagram for the algorithm, reproduced from the original paper, is shown
in Fig. 2·4. The adaptive filter w, in a dedicated Target Cancellation Module (TCM),
is trained in the absence of interference, learning to identify the acoustic transfer
function of the target sound source. Cancellation of the target waveform is e↵ected,
before time-frequency analysis, via convolution of the time-domain signal from the
second microphone (y2) with the impulse response of the adaptive filter (w), followed






Figure 2·4: Target cancellation is e↵ected before time-frequency anal-
ysis via an adaptive filter (w). Reproduced from Roman et al. (2006)
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The output z(t) of the TCM and the noisy mixture y1(t) from the first microphone
are passed through aDiscrete Fourier Transform (DFT) processing block, using 20-ms
windows with 10-ms overlap, to yield the Short-Time Fourier Transforms (STFTs)
Z(!, t) and Y1(!, t), which are used to compute a Binary Mask (BM) via an Output









1 if OIR(!, t)   (!)
0 if OIR(!, t) >  (!)
(2.7)
If the noise signal is zero in a particular T-F tile, the cancellation of the target will
yield zero output in the numerator, hence OIR(!, t) ! 0. If the noise dominates a
particular T-F tile, then OIR(!, t)   0. An OIR value below the specified threshold
indicates that the T-F tile is dominated by the target signal, whereas an OIR value
above the specified threshold indicates that the T-F tile is dominated by noise.
The Roman et al. (2006) target cancellation algorithm is explicitly binaural (i.e.,
the two microphones are located at the two ears), and the pre-trained adaptive filter
is used to compensate for both ITDs and ILDs. It should be noted that target
cancellation is implemented in the time domain before time-frequency analysis via
two STFTs, using an adaptive filter that will have a unique impulse response for a
particular “look” direction; i.e., each “look” direction requires a unique pre-trained
adaptive filter. The STTC algorithm, which will be described in the following chapter,
e↵ects target cancellation via subtraction in the frequency domain using the individual
STFTs from the two microphones and does not require a pre-trained adaptive filter,
a cancellation step before the STFTs, or a dedicated target cancellation module.
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Target cancellation via Equalization Cancellation (EC)
Target cancellation is e↵ected via a binaural Equalization-Cancellation (EC) process
in the algorithm developed by Mi and Colburn (2016) (also see Mi et al., 2017),
which was initially developed to model Spatial Release from Masking (SRM) results
in human listeners. A block diagram for the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2·5.
Where the other CASA algorithms described in this chapter use STFTs for Time-
Frequency (T-F) analysis, here 32-channel left and right gammatone filterbanks are
used, with center frequencies ranging from 80 Hz to 6 kHz, spaced uniformly on a
logarithmic scale. For every ith frequency channel, the left and right filtered wave-
forms are equalized and cancelled (EC) using ⌧i and ↵i parameters optimized for














In the above equation, Li(t) and Ri(t) are the left-ear and right-ear filtered waveforms
for the ith frequency channel and Yi(t) is the output, after EC procesing, for the ith
frequency channel. Before cancellation, the filtered signals Li(t) and Ri(t) are time
aligned (via the ⌧i parameter) and amplitude adjusted (via the ↵i parameter).
Figure 2·5: Target cancellation via Equalization Cancellation (EC).
Reproduced from Mi and Colburn (2016).
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As in the Roman et al. (2006) algorithm, an Output-to-Input Ratio (OIR) ratio
is used to compute a binary mask. Each of the bandpass filtered signals is divided
into j time slices using 20-ms Hamming windows with 10-ms overlap. In each [i, j]
Time-Frequency (T-F) tile (i.e., the jth time slice within a specified ith filterbank
channel), the OIR was calculated as follows:









As in the Roman et al. (2006) algorithm, the numerator of the OIR is the output
of the target cancellation process, the denominator captures the average input energy,





1 if OIR(i, j)   
0 if OIR(i, j) >  
(2.10)
Where the Roman et al. (2006) algorithm e↵ected target cancellation before Time-
Frequency analysis via STFTs, the EC approach taken here by Mi and Colburn in-
volves e↵ecting target cancellation after Time-Frequency analysis via a gammatone
filterbank. It should be noted that the target cancellation process takes place inde-
pendently within each of the 32 filterbank channels. The STTC algorithm, which
will be described in the following chapter, is similar to the Mi and Colburn algo-
rithm described here insofar as it also e↵ects target cancellation after Time-Frequency
analysis. However the STTC algorithm e↵ects target cancellation in a more stream-
lined and minimalist manner via subtraction in the frequency domain. The Mi and
Colburn algorithm is optimized for modeling psychoacoustic phenomena in human
listeners (i.e., Spatial Release from Masking), whereas the Phase Di↵erence Channel
Weighting (PDCW) algorithm described in the next section, and the STTC algorithm
described in the next chapter, are optimized for real-time processing via the STFT.
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Phase Di↵erence Channel Weighting (PDCW)
Phase Di↵erence Channel Weighting (PDCW) (Kim et al., 2009) is a two-microphone
CASA algorithm that computes a binary mask via left-right phase di↵erences in the
frequency domain. In a departure from the CASA algorithms discussed previously in
this chapter, PDCW does not compensate for ILDs; all processing compensates for
ITDs via corresponding left-right phase di↵erences in the frequency domain, with all
mask estimation taking place after time-frequency analysis via a pair of STFTs.
Left-right phase di↵erences (⇢[n, k]) for a sensor pair are calculated by taking
the phase angles (\) of the left and right Short-Time Fourier Transforms (STFTs)
XL[n, k] and XR[n, k] of the time-domain signals xL and xR, then subtracting:
⇢[n, k] = \XL[n, k]  \XR[n, k] (2.11)
For T-F tiles dominated by the signal s(t) from the talker straight ahead, there
should be no left-right phase di↵erence, whereas T-F tiles dominated by the interfering
signal i(t) should have a phase di↵erence corresponding to the azimuth angle   of the
interferer, as illustrated in Fig. 2·6:
Figure 2·6: Two sensor array with a single interferer (i). d is the
distance between sensors and   is the azimuth angle of the interferer.
Reproduced from Moghimi and Stern (2014).
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The PDCW algorithm (Fig. 2·7) uses a microphone pair with a spacing of d = 40
mm (⇠ 1.57”), a sampling rate of 16000, a sampling period of Ts = 62 µs, Hamming
windows of length 75 ms (2048 samples) with 50% overlap and 1024 positive frequency
channels. A tunable threshold azimuth parameter  T determines the width of the
“cone of acceptance” around the target direction. The expected phase di↵erence  ,
from a single interfering sound source at a threshold azimuth  T , is given by:





In the equation above, !k =
2⇡nk
N
is the center frequency of subband k and   is the
speed of sound. The left-right phase di↵erence ⇢[n, k] (Equation 2.11) is compared to





1 if |⇢[n, k]|   (!k, T )
0 if |⇢[n, k]| >  (!k, T )
(2.13)
The Binary Mask BM [n, k] is then smoothed via convolution along the frequency
axis using gammatone weighting functions (the Channel Weighting component of the
algorithm) before reconstruction of an estimate of the target signal via an Inverse
Short Time Fourier Transform (ISTFT) and Overlap-Add (OLA) synthesis.
Figure 2·7: Diagram for the Phase Di↵erence Channel Weighting
(PDCW) algorithm. Reproduced from Kim et al. (2009)
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Advantages and disadvantages of previous STFT based approaches
The Mi and Colburn algorithm is optimized for modeling psychoacoustic phenomena,
whereas the PDCW algorithm, and the STTC algorithm described in the following
chapter, are optimized for real-time processing via the STFT. The PDCW algorithm
uses a pair of microphones with a spacing of only 40 mm (⇠ 1.57”), so as to avoid
the ambiguous phase di↵erences caused by spatial aliasing. Spatial aliasing occurs if
the intermicrophone spacing (d) is more than half a wavelength along the direction of





where   is the speed of sound and f is frequency in Hz. With a microphone spacing of
40 mm, and a sound source at ±90 , there is spatial aliasing above 4300 Hz. A more
widely spaced array would o↵er greater resolution, but there is a tradeo↵ here: with a
wider sensor spacing of 148 mm, the width of the average human head, there is spatial
aliasing above 1150 Hz, which is problematic for an algorithm designed to improve
speech intelligibility. The STTC algorithm, described in the following chapter, uses
multiple microphone pairs with varied spacings to alleviate this spatial aliasing.
The Roman et al. (2006) algorithm requires a unique pre-trained adaptive filter
for each “look” direction, and for each listening environment. An advantage of this
approach is that the adaptive filter can “learn” to perfectly cancel a talker from a
specific position in a particular room, thereby also cancelling out multipath reverber-
ations. A disadvantage is the impracticality of implementation and the extra process-
ing associated with a dedicated target cancellation module (see Fig. 2·4) preceding
time-frequency analysis. The STTC algorithm, which is described in the following
chapter, e↵ects target cancellation via subtraction in the frequency domain and does
not require a pre-trained adaptive filter, a cancellation step before the STFTs, or a
dedicated target cancellation module.
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Chapter 3
SHORT-TIME TARGET CANCELLATION (STTC) ALGORITHM and
DESIGN for an ASSISTIVE LISTENING DEVICE (ALD)
3.1 Introduction
The Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) algorithm, described and evaluated in
this dissertation, builds on the work described in the preceding Background chapter.
The overall aim of the research project was to develop a wearable Assistive Listening
Device (ALD), similar in approach to the Visually Guided Hearing Aid (VGHA),
albeit using Time-Frequency (T-F) masking to improve speech intelligibility while
preserving binaural cues.
The current chapter explains the processing of the STTC algorithm, whereas the
two chapters that follow (Chapters 4 and 5) evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
The STTC algorithm will be described, first for two microphones, and then for arrays
of eight and six microphones. For each of these microphone configurations, processing
will first be described assuming a target talker “straight ahead” at 0 , with “steering”
of the array’s “look” direction, via time domain sample shifts, explained thereafter.
When using two microphones, there are frequencies at which the target cancellation
approach is not e↵ective due to phase di↵erence ambiguities; arrays with multiple
microphone pairs are used herein to address this problem. Notably, it is demonstrated
in Chapter 4 that the eight-microphone (320-mm array) implementation of the STTC
algorithm achieves performance comparable to that of the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM)
and Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM) for spatial separations   30 . A much smaller 140-mm
(⇠ 5.5”) six-microphone array, small enough to be integrated into the frame of a
pair of eyeglasses as part of a proposed STTC Assistive Listening Device (ALD), is
described in Section 3.4 of this chapter and evaluated in Chapters 4 and 5.
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3.2 Short-Time Target Cancellation for a pair of microphones
The Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) algorithm is a minimalist and computa-
tionally e cient implementation of the target cancellation approach to sound source
segregation. The STTC algorithm computes an estimate of the Ideal Ratio Mask
(IRM) (Hummersone et al., 2014), a “soft” alternative to the Ideal Binary Mask
(IBM). The IRM has a transfer function equivalent to that of a time-varying Wiener
filter (Srinivasan et al., 2006). Rather than binary values, the IRM uses the ratio of
target speech energy to mixture energy within each Time-Frequency (T-F) unit:
IRM(t, f) =
S2(t, f)
S2(t, f) +N2(t, f)
(3.1)
where S2(t, f) and N2(t, f), are the target speech energy and noise energy, respec-
tively. The mixture energy is the sum of the target speech energy and noise terms.
The Roman et al. (2006) algorithm (see Ch. 2 and Fig. 3·1) uses microphones
at each ear and a pre-trained adaptive filter (w) to implement target cancellation,
in the time domain, prior to time-frequency analysis. By comparison, the STTC
algorithm (Fig. 3·2) uses subtraction in the frequency domain to implement target
cancellation. Furthermore, where the Roman et al. (2006) algorithm generates a
“hard” binary (“0” or “1”) mask, the STTC algorithm generates a “soft” ratio mask,

















Figure 3·1: Block diagram for the Roman et al. (2006) algorithm.
Target cancellation is e↵ected with a pre-trained adaptive filter (w).
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The two-microphone STTC algorithm described herein introduces two novel con-
tributions to the target cancellation approach: 1) e↵ecting target cancellation via
subtraction in the frequency domain, and (2) computing a “soft” continuously valued
ratio mask using only the STFTs of signals from a pair of microphones. The mixture
xi[m] of sound at the ith microphone has both signal (si) and noise (⌘i) components:
xi[m] = si[m] + ⌘i[m] (3.2)
E↵ecting sound source segregation amounts to an “unmixing” process that re-
moves the noise (⌘) from the mixture (x) and computes an estimate (ŝ) of the signal
(s). Where the IBM and IRM compute a T-F mask via “oracle knowledge” access
(see Section 2.4 in Ch. 2) to the signal (si) and noise (⌘i) components, the STTC al-
gorithm only has access to the mixture (xi) at each microphone. The two-microphone
variant of the STTC algorithm (Fig. 3·2) computes both a Ratio Mask (RM) and a
Binary Mask (BM) using only the STFTs of the sound mixtures at each microphone.
The STFT (Xi[n, k]) of the sound mixture (xi[m]) at the ith microphone is as follows:






where w[n] is a finite-duration Hamming window, n and k are discrete indices for





















Figure 3·2: Block diagram for a 2-microphone variant of the Short-
Time Target Cancellation (STTC) algorithm, which uses a pair of
STFTs to compute both a Binary Mask (BM) and a Ratio Mask (RM).
Target cancellation is e↵ected via subtraction in the frequency domain.
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between successive FFTs) and F is a frequency sampling factor (i.e., the FFT length).
The window for all short-time processing described and evaluated herein (in Chapters
3, 4 and 5) was set to 20.48 ms, which yielded an FFT size of F = 1024 and a hop
size of H = 512 samples (overlap of 10.24 ms), with the sampling rate of 50 kHz.
The logic underlying the STTC processing involves estimating the noise (⌘), so
as to subtract it from the mixture (x) and compute an estimate (ŝ) of the signal (s).
This filtering (i.e. subtraction of the noise) is e↵ected through a T-F mask, which
is computed via target cancellation in the frequency domain using only the STFTs.
The STTC algorithm (Fig. 3·2) consists of Short-Time Fourier Transform Magnitude
(STFTM) (Nawab, 1982; Nawab et al., 1983) computations, computed in parallel,
that yield Mixture (M̂) and Noise (N̂) terms that can be used to estimate the IRM
for each discrete T-F unit. The respective energies of the Mixture (M̂), Noise (N̂)
and Signal (Ŝ) components of the IRM are approximated as follows:





N̂ [n, k] =
   X1[n, k] X2[n, k]
    (3.5)
Ŝ[n, k] = M̂ [n, k]  N̂ [n, k] (3.6)
The processing described here assumes a target talker “straight ahead” at 0 .
With the target talker waveforms time aligned in the left and right microphones, the
cancellation process can be e↵ected via subtraction in either the time domain (e.g.,
x1[m]  x2[m]), or in the frequency domain, as in the Noise (N̂) computation above.
The frequency domain Noise estimate (N̂) is computed by subtracting the STFTs
before taking their magnitude, thereby allowing phase interactions important for ef-
fecting target cancellation. The correspondingMixture (M̂) estimate takes the respec-
tive STFT magnitudes before addition, thereby preventing any phase interactions.
The Signal (Ŝ) component can be computed by subtracting N̂ from M̂ .
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Assuming a perfect cancellation of only the target (i.e., Signal) spectra, the N̂
term contains the spectra of all non-target sound sources (i.e., Noise) in each T-F tile.
The STTC algorithm uses the Mixture (M̂) and Noise (N̂) STFTM computations to
estimate the ratio of Target Speech (Ŝ) energy to mixture energy in every T-F tile:
RM [n, k] =




Ŝ[n, k] + N̂ [n, k]
(3.7)
The Ratio Mask RM [n, k] can be computed directly using the STFTs of the signals
from the microphone pair:












The Mixture (M̂) and Noise (N̂) terms are short-time spectral magnitudes used to
estimate the IRM for multiple frequency channels (k) in each analysis frame (n).
The resulting Ratio Mask RM [n, k] is a vector of frequency channel weights for each
analysis frame. A Binary Mask BM [n, k] can be computed using a thresholding
function, with threshold value  :




1 if RM [n, k]    
0 if RM [n, k] <  
(3.9)
The processing described thus far has assumed both a target talker “straight
ahead” at 0  and a perfect cancellation process which removes only the target wave-
form. In the following two subsections, processing for “steering” the array towards a
non-zero target direction will be described and the imperfections of the cancellation
process will be discussed.
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Steering the “look” direction with discrete-time sample shifts
The “look” direction of the STTC algorithm is “steered” via ⌧ sample shifts, imple-
mented in the time domain prior to time-frequency analysis via the STFT, where fs
is the sampling rate, d is the inter-microphone spacing in meters,   is the speed of








The ⌧ sample shifts are computed by multiplying the Time Di↵erence of Arrival
(TDOA) by the sampling rate fs and rounding (be) to the nearest integer. These
discrete-time ⌧ sample shifts bring the target waveforms in the two microphone signals
(x1[m] and x2[m  ⌧ ]) into temporal alignment before T-F analysis via the STFT and
target cancellation in the frequency domain (see Fig. 3·2). For example, suppose
the target talker is to the right at +60 . The corresponding TDOA of +400 µs is
compensated for by time-shifting the signal from the second microphone by ⌧ = 20
samples (see Fig. 3·3). Later in this chapter, the STTC algorithm will be described for
multiple pairs of microphones. The same approach to “steering” the “look” direction
of the array will be taken, albeit with multiple ⌧ sample shifts computed for each of
the varied microphone spacings.
Figure 3·3: Time Di↵erence of Arrival (left) and discrete-time ⌧ sam-
ple shifts (right) for the two-microphone STTC algorithm.
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Phase di↵erence ambiguities when using two microphones
When using one pair of microphones, there are frequencies for which the target can-
cellation approach is ine↵ective for providing an accurate Noise (N̂) estimate. Poor
performance within certain frequency bands is a result of phase di↵erence ambigui-
ties. The e↵ect of these phase ambiguities on the two-microphone Ratio Mask RM[1,2]
is illustrated in Fig. 3·4 for a pair of microphones with a spacing of 160 mm.
In frequency bands where there is no phase di↵erence between target and inter-
ferer, T-F tiles are being overestimated, not underestimated. Where the STTC Ratio
Mask (RM[1,2]) makes errors, the T-F tiles are set to values at or near “1”, thereby
allowing energy from all sound sources, both target and non-target, to pass through.
These errors are the result of cancelling not just the spectra of the target talker, but
also the spectra of interfering talkers. The Noise (N̂) term computed by the STTC
algorithm is failing to capture the complete spectra of the interferers in frequency











Figure 3·4: The STTC Ratio Mask for a mixture of 3 talkers, located
at  90 , 0  and +90 , is shown on the left. Compare with the cor-
responding Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM) on the right. Given the spacing
between a pair of microphones, there are frequencies at which there is
no phase di↵erence between the target at 0  and the two maskers at
±90. The e↵ect of these phase ambiguities can be seen as horizontal
yellow stripes in the STTC Ratio Mask; all spectrotemporal content
from all three talkers is being passed through at these frequency bands.
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The frequencies at which phase di↵erence ambiguities occur depend on both the
sensor spacing and the direction of arrival angle (✓) of the sound source. Phase
di↵erences for four microphone spacings (320, 160, 80 and 40 mm) and three unique
Direction of Arrival (DOA) angles (±30, ±60, ±90) are plotted in Fig. 3·5.
The Time Di↵erence of Arrival (TDOA) for a sensor pair is computed as follows,
where d is the distance in meters between the two microphones, c is the speed of





The corresponding absolute phase di↵erence (⇢), as a function of frequency (f) in Hz,
and as plotted in Fig. 3·5, can be computed as follows:
⇢(f) = |\ej2⇡f⌧ | (3.12)
where \ indicates the phase angle wrapped to the interval [ ⇡, ⇡]. There is an
interaction between the sensor spacing (d) and DOA angle (✓) that yields wrapped
phase di↵erences equivalent to zero when f⌧ is an integer; the ambiguities can be
seen in Fig. 3·5. When there is little to no phase di↵erence to work with, the two-





















Figure 3·5: Absolute phase di↵erence, with the phase angle wrapped
to the interval [ ⇡, ⇡], as a function of microphone pair spacing (320,
160, 80 and 40 mm) and Direction of Arrival (✓) of the sound source.
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3.3 Short-Time Target Cancellation for an array of eight microphones
The STTC algorithm for two microphones, described in the previous section, suf-
fers from phase di↵erence ambiguities, illustrated in Figs. 3·4 and 3·5. The eight-
microphone STTC algorithm, as optimized for machine hearing applications, uses
four pairs of microphones, each with di↵erent inter-microphone spacings (Figs. 3·6
and 3·7). Each microphone pair spacing is free from phase ambiguities within a dif-
ferent range of frequencies. A “piecewise” approach to constructing a Global Ratio
Mask (RMG) with four microphone pairs is illustrated in Fig. 3·6.
The subband analysis approach taken here is meant to provide a positive abso-
lute phase di↵erence for the STTC algorithm to work with, so as to circumvent the
unintended cancellation of interfering talkers. The subband analysis frequency range
for each microphone pair was determined through an iterative process of plotting the
phase di↵erences for DOAs of ±30 ,±60  and ±90  and determining which band-
widths would provide positive phase di↵erences across all three DOA angles. The
subband analysis approach described here, and developed independently, is similar to





















Figure 3·6: The piecewise construction of a chimeric Global Ratio
Mask (RMG) from the Ratio Masks (RM) from the four microphone







1	 2	3	 6	5 7	 8	 4	C
Figure 3·7: The eight-microphone linear array, as it might be inte-
grated into the casing of a laptop computer. The four pairs ([1, 2], [3, 4],
[5, 6], [7, 8]) of microphones have spacings of 320, 160, 80 and 40 mm,
respectively. “C” denotes the “Center” of the linear array.
Whereas the two-microphone variant of STTC consisted of two STFTs computed
in parallel, this eight-microphone variant will compute eight STFTs in parallel and
will use these to compute four Ratio Masks (see below and Figs. 3·8 and 3·9), which


























































































































































































































































   
   
   
   






























   
   
   
   
























































































































































































   
   
   
   


































































   
   
   
   

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3·9: Ratio Masks (RM), computed by the 320-mm array eight-
microphone STTC algorithm, for a mixture of three talkers. The three
concurrent talkers were at  45 , 0  and +45 , with all three talkers at
equal loudness. The Ratio Masks from the four di↵erent microphone
pairs (top four panels) are used to construct a Thresholded Ratio Mask
(bottom, left) that is similar in appearance to the IRM (bottom, right).
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The piecewise approach to creating a chimeric Global Ratio Mask RMG from the
individual Ratio Masks for the four microphone pairs ([1,2], [3,4], [5,6], [7,8]) is illus-
trated in Figs. 3·6 through 3·9. For the results shown herein, RMG was constructed,
in a piece-wise manner, as follows:
RMG[n,1:16] = RM1,2[n,1:16] (⇡ 0 ! 750 Hz)
RMG[n,17:32] = RM3,4[n,17:32] (⇡ 750 ! 1500 Hz)
RMG[n,33:61] = RM5,6[n,33:61] (⇡ 1500 ! 3000 Hz)
RMG[n,62:
F
2 ] = RM7,8[n,62:
F
2 ] (⇡ 3000 ! 25000 Hz)
The piecewise-constructed Global Ratio Mask RMG is also given conjugate sym-
metry (i.e., negative frequencies are the mirror image of positive frequencies) so as to
ensure that the STTC algorithm yields a real (rather than complex) output.
Binary Masks (BM) for each microphone pair (see Fig. 3·10), are arrived at via
use of a thresholding function, with threshold value  , which was set to a value of





1 if RM1,2[n, k]    






1 if RM3,4[n, k]    






1 if RM5,6[n, k]    






1 if RM7,8[n, k]    







































Figure 3·10: Binary Masks (BM) for a mixture of three talkers. The
three concurrent talkers were at  45 , 0  and +45 , with all three talk-
ers at equal loudness. The Binary Masks from the four di↵erent micro-
phone pairs (see top four panels) are interfaced through elementwise
multiplication ( BM1,2[n, k]⇥BM3,4[n, k]⇥BM5,6[n, k]⇥BM7,8[n, k] )
to yield a Global Binary Mask (BMG) (bottom left panel).
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A singular Global Binary Mask BMG is computed from the four Binary Masks
(BM1,2, BM3,4, BM5,6, BM7,8), where ⇥ specifies element-wise multiplication:
BMG[n, k] = BM1,2[n, k]⇥ BM3,4[n, k]⇥ BM5,6[n, k]⇥ BM7,8[n, k] (3.15)
With the threshold setting of  = 0.2 (on a scale of 0 to 1), each of the individual
Binary Masks is dominated by T-F tiles with values of “1” (see Fig. 3·10). When
the two-microphone STTC algorithm has little to no phase di↵erence, between target
and interferer, to work with (i.e., when it is “wrong”), the Binary Mask T-F tiles
are assigned a value of 1. When multiplying all four binary masks by each other,
the masks filter out each others’ errors and the result is not a T-F mask consisting
entirely of zeros, but rather a T-F mask that is similar to the IBM in appearance
(see bottom row of Fig. 3·10). A band of T-F tiles with values of “1” remain in the
low frequency (below 500 Hz) channels of this Global Binary Mask, a result of there
being little to no phase di↵erence to work with at these low frequencies.
This Global Binary Mask BMG is useful for deleting (i.e., setting to “0”) any
“false positive” T-F tiles in the Global Ratio Mask RMG; i.e., T-F tiles that should
be zero but instead have positive values. The BMG can be used to “clean up” the
RMG, bringing it closer to the IBM and IRM in both appearance and performance.
The “false positive” T-F tiles in the the Global Ratio Mask RMG can be set to values
of zero through element-wise multiplication by the Global Binary Mask BMG:
RMT [n, k] = RMG[n, k]⇥ BMG[n, k] (3.16)
Multiplication of the Global Ratio Mask RMG with the Global Binary Mask BMG
yields a Thresholded Ratio Mask RMT [n, k] that will be used for reconstruction of
the target signal. Note that RMT [n, k] will have weights of 0 below the threshold ✓
and continuous “soft” weights at and above ✓.
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Figure 3·11: Ramped threshold (red) used to compute the Ratio Mask
RM1,2 for the most widely spaced pair of microphones.
There are two stages of thresholding involved in computing the Thresholded Ratio
Mask (RMT ). The aforementioned multiplication by the Global Binary Mask (BMG)
is actually the second step, whereas the first step involves the frequency dependent
threshold illustrated above in Fig. 3·11. For the eight-microphone array evaluation
results shown in Chapter 4, this ramped frequency dependent threshold was used in
the low frequency channels (below 1250 Hz) of the ratio mask for the most widely
spaced microphone pair (RM1,2) to address the issue of poor cancellation at these low
frequencies; i.e., at the lowest frequencies, where cancellation is least e↵ective, the
threshold was ramped from 0.2 to 1.
The Global Ratio Mask (RMG) is shown both before and after this frequency
dependent thresholding step in the left and right panels, respectively, of the top row
of Fig. 3·12. The ramped threshold (Fig. 3·11) has the e↵ect of assigning values of
“0” to some percentage of “false positive” T-F tiles in low frequency channels; i.e T-F
tiles which should not have positive values are corrected.
After the frequency dependent thresholding described above, the piecewise con-
structed Global Ratio Mask (RMG) is multipled by the Global Binary Mask (BMG)
to yield the Thresholded Ratio Mask (RMT ), as illustrated in the right center panel
of Fig. 3·12. It should be noted that, for this example with three concurrent talkers,


































Figure 3·12: Thresholding of the Global Ratio Mask (RMG). The
three concurrent talkers were at  45 , 0  and +45 , with all three
talkers at equal loudness. The Global Ratio Mask (RMG) is shown both
before (top left) and after (top right) frequency dependent thresholding
(see Fig. 3·11). Multiplication of the Global Ratio Mask (RMG) by the
Global Binary Mask (BMG) yields the Thresholded Ratio Mask (RMT ).
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Steering the “look” direction of the eight-microphone array
All of the processing described thus far for the eight-microphone array has assumed
a target talker “straight ahead” at 0 . The “look” direction of the eight-microphone
STTC algorithm can be “steered” via multiple ⌧ sample shifts, computed indepen-
dently for each of the four pairs of microphones ([1,2], [3,4], [5,6], [7,8]), and imple-
mented in the time domain prior to time-frequency analysis via the STFT, where fs
is the sampling rate, d is the inter-microphone spacing in meters,   is the speed of





























These discrete-time ⌧ sample shifts bring the target waveforms in each microphone
pair into temporal alignment before T-F analysis via the STFT and target cancellation
in the frequency domain (see eight-microphone block diagram in Fig. 3·8).
Figure 3·13: Time Di↵erence of Arrival (left) and discrete-time ⌧
sample shifts (right) for the eight-microphone STTC algorithm.
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3.4 Assistive Listening Device (ALD) with an array of six microphones
A design for an STTC Assistive Listening Device (ALD) is shown in Figs. 3·14 and
3·15. The proposed STTC ALD consists of an array of six forward-facing micro-
phones embedded in the frame of a pair of eyeglasses. The device could boost speech
intelligibility for a target talker directly in front of the user, while suppressing the
intelligibility of competing talkers to the left and right, all while preserving binaural
cues that are important for spatial hearing.
The three forward-facing microphone pairs, integrated into the eyeglasses frame
(Fig. 3·14), would be used solely for estimating the Thresholded Ratio Mask RMT for
each short-time analysis frame. The Time-Frequency (T-F) masks, computed for each
time slice, could be applied independently to the left and right in-ear microphones,
thereby preserving the ITD, ILD and spectral cues for the target speech signal. There
is a clear tie-in to be made with ongoing work on a Visually Guided Hearing Aid (see


















Figure 3·14: Design for an STTC Assistive Listening Device (ALD).
The three pairs of forward facing microphones ([1,2], [3,4], [5,6]) would
be used to compute a Time-Frequency (T-F) mask, in real time, that
could be used to filter the sound mixtures from a fourth pair of micro-
phones ([L,R]) at the left and right ears, thereby boosting intelligibility
for the target talker while preserving binaural cues for spatial hearing.
The eyeglass figure is adapted from HEARGLASS (hearglass.com) and
modified to provide a picture of how the microphone array might be




























































































































































































   
   
   
   






























   
   
   
   















































































































































































   
   
   
   
















































































































































































































































































































































Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) for six microphones
This six-microphone STTC ALD uses a 140-mm array and six STFTs (see Fig. 3·15)
to compute multiple Ratio Masks (RMs) and Binary Masks (BMs) that are interfaced
with each other to address the problem caused by phase di↵erence ambiguities. As was
described earlier in this chapter, the frequencies at which phase di↵erence ambiguities
occur depend on both the microphone spacing and the Direction of Arrival (DOA)
angle (✓) of the sound source, as shown in Fig. 3·16 for the three microphone spacings
used for the STTC ALD. As before, the target cancellation process is e↵ected in the









































Figure 3·16: Absolute phase di↵erence as a function of frequency,
microphone spacing (140, 80, and 40 mm) and Direction of Arrival angle
(✓) is shown in the top row. The piecewise approach to constructing
a chimeric Global Ratio Mask (RMG) from the individual ratio masks
from the three microphone pairs, is illustrated in the bottom row.
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The chimeric Global Ratio Mask RMG is constructed from the individual Ra-
tio Masks (RM) for the three microphone pairs ([1,2], [3,4], [5,6]), with respective





































RMG[n,1:36] = RM1,2[n,1:36] (⇡ 0 ! 1700 Hz)
RMG[n,37:61] = RM3,4[n,37:61] (⇡ 1700 ! 3000 Hz)
RMG[n,62:
F
2 ] = RM5,6[n,62:
F
2 ] (⇡ 3000 ! 25000 Hz)
As was described in the previous section, Binary Masks (BM) are computed via





1 if RM1,2[n, k]    






1 if RM3,4[n, k]    






1 if RM5,6[n, k]    
0 if RM5,6[n, k] <  
(3.19c)
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A singular Global Binary Mask BMG is computed from the three Binary Masks
(BM1,2, BM3,4, BM5,6), where ⇥ specifies element-wise multiplication:
BMG[n, k] = BM1,2[n, k]⇥ BM3,4[n, k]⇥ BM5,6[n, k] (3.20)
Multiplication of the Global Ratio Mask RMG with the Global Binary Mask BMG
yields a Thresholded Ratio Mask RMT [n, k]:
RMT [n, k] = RMG[n, k]⇥ BMG[n, k] (3.21)
For the six-microphone array evaluation results shown in Chapters 4 and 5, a
ramped frequency dependent threshold (see Fig. 3·17) was used in the low frequency
channels (below 2500 Hz) of the ratio mask for the most widely spaced microphone
pair (RM1,2) to address the issue of poor cancellation at these low frequencies. After
the frequency dependent thresholding, the piecewise constructed Global Ratio Mask
(RMG) is multipled by the Global Binary Mask (BMG) to yield the Thresholded Ratio
Mask (RMT ), as illustrated in the right center panel of Fig. 3·18. It should be noted
that, for this example with three concurrent talkers, the RMT is visually similar to
the IBM and IRM (see bottom panels of 3·18).
Figure 3·17: The ramped threshold used, for the six-microphone array
Assistive Listening Device, to compute the Ratio Mask RM1,2 for the

































Figure 3·18: Ratio Masks (RM), computed by the 140-mm array
six-microphone STTC algorithm, for a mixture of three talkers. The
three concurrent talkers were at  45 , 0  and +45 , with all three
talkers at equal loudness. The individual ratio masks from the three
di↵erent microphone pairs ([1,2], [3,4] and [5,6]) are used to construct
a Thresholded Ratio Mask (RMT ) (second row, right column) that is
similar in appearance to the IBM and IRM (bottom row).
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Steering the Assistive Listening Device (ALD) “look” direction
The STTC ALD could boost intelligibility for the target talker from a designated
“look” direction, and suppress the intelligibility of interfering talkers, all while pre-
serving binaural cues for spatial hearing. The “look” direction can be “steered”
via multiple ⌧ sample shifts, computed independently for each of the three pairs
of microphones ([1,2], [3,4], [5,6]), and implemented in the time domain prior to
time-frequency analysis via the STFT, where fs is the sampling rate, d is the inter-
microphone spacing in meters,   is the speed of sound in meters per second and ✓ is






















These discrete-time ⌧ sample shifts bring the target waveforms in each microphone
pair into temporal alignment before T-F analysis via the STFT and target cancellation
in the frequency domain (see six-microphone block diagram in Fig. 3·15).
Figure 3·19: Time Di↵erence of Arrival (left) and discrete-time ⌧
sample shifts (right) for the six-microphone STTC ALD.
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Reconstruction of target signal with Stereo output
The output of the STTC algorithm is an estimate of the target speech signal from
the specified “look” direction. The left and right (i.e., Stereo pair) Time-Frequency
domain estimates (YL[n, k] and YR[n, k]) of the target speech signal (yL[m] and yR[m])
can be described thusly, where XL and XR are the Short Time Fourier Transforms
(STFTs) of the signals xL and xR, from the designated left and right microphones,
and RMT [n, k] is the conjugate-symmetric Thresholded Ratio Mask (the set of weights
for all frequencies, both positive and negative) computed in the previous section:




















YL[n, k] = XL[n, k]⇥RMT [n, k] YR[n, k] = XR[n, k]⇥RMT [n, k] (3.24)
where w[n] is a finite-duration Hamming window, n and k are discrete indices for
time and frequency, respectively, H is a temporal sampling factor (i.e., the Hop size
between successive FFTs) and F is a frequency sampling factor (i.e., the FFT length).
The window for all short-time processing described and evaluated herein (in Chapters
3, 4 and 5) was set to 20.48 ms, which yielded an FFT size of F = 1024 and a hop
size of H = 512 samples (overlap of 10.24 ms), with the sampling rate of 50 kHz.
Synthesis of the target speech signal Stereo waveform (ŷL[m] and ŷR[m]) consists
of taking the Inverse Short Time Fourier Transform (ISTFT) of ŶL[n, k] and ŶR[n, k]
and using the Weighted Overlap-Add (WOLA) method of reconstruction (Nawab and






































Reconstruction of target signal with Mono output
A Mono (denoted below with the subscript M) output with slightly better perfor-
mance metrics, with an improvement of 1-2dB SDR and 1-2dB SIR over the Stereo
version described above, can be computed via an average of the STFTs for all I
microphones. The reconstruction is the same for the two arrays described herein,
albeit with I = 8 for the 320-mm eight-microphone array and I = 6 for the 140-mm
six-microphone array:






TM [n, k] = XM [n, k]⇥RMT [n, k] (3.27)
Because the target is at 0  for every microphone pair, there will be superposi-
tion of the target signal and some cancellation of the maskers when the respective
STFTMs are added and averaged; this is e↵ectively a simple delay-and-sum beam-
former. Synthesis of the estimate of the target signal consists of taking Inverse Short
Time Fourier Transforms (ISTFT) of TM [n, k] and using using theWeighted Overlap-
Add (WOLA) method of reconstruction (Nawab and Quatieri, 1988), as described in
the previous subsection.
Band Pass Filtering the Output of the STTC algorithm
With poor cancellation at low frequencies and phase di↵erence ambiguities still re-
maining above 6000 Hz, the output of the larger eight-microphone (320-mm) array
is bandpass filtered between 500 Hz and 5 kHz. The output of the smaller six-
microphone (140-mm) array is bandpass filtered between 700 Hz and 5 kHz. The
most obvious area that needs improvement is the poor cancellation in the low fre-
quencies. This was addressed for the results shown here by using a ramped Binary
Mask (BM) threshold in the low frequency channels (see Figs. 3·11 and 3·17).
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3.5 Discussion of alternative computation
The fundamentals of the approach described in this chapter could be implemented
with a multitude of di↵erent array configurations and parameter settings. The STTC
algorithm, as described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, was designed to establish basic proof
of concept and is evaluated using computational and behavioral measures in the two
chapters that follow. This section describes alternative computations that are not
evaluated in subsequent chapters.
Alternative “min” computation of the Global Ratio Mask
The “piecewise construction” approach to circumventing the spatial aliasing problem
is similar to the “nested array” subband analysis approach described previously in
the work of James Flanagan (see Appendix A). However, a variant of the STTC
algorithm, described below, foregoes this subband analysis approach.
Although the Global Ratio Mask (RMG) was calculated from the individual ra-
tio masks through “piecewise” construction for the results presented herein, future
work could evaluate performance for an alternative “min” approach to computing
the RMG. Remaining agnostic to the respective inter-microphone distances (d) used
to compute the individual ratio masks, the “min” approach constructs the RMG by
taking the minimum value, at each each Time-Frequency (T-F) tile position [n, k],
across the multiple ratio masks, as illustrated in Fig. 3·20 and described in the equa-
tion below for the 140-mm six-microphone array:
RMG[n, k] = min
⇣
RM1,2[n, k], RM3,4[n, k], RM5,6[n, k]
⌘
(3.28)
Results from preliminary evaluation suggest that it is no better or worse than the
“piecewise” approach. Further evaluation may yield an understanding of circum-

































Figure 3·20: Alternative “min” computation of Global Ratio Mask.
Remaining agnostic to the respective inter-microphone distances used
to compute the individual ratio masks (first three panels), the “min”
approach constructs the RMG (center row, right panel) by taking the
minimum value, at each each Time-Frequency (T-F) tile position [n, k],
across the multiple ratio masks:
RMG[n, k] = min
⇣
RM1,2[n, k], RM3,4[n, k], RM5,6[n, k]
⌘
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Combining the “min” and “piecewise” approaches
One concern is how well the STTC ALD would work when not aimed directly at
the target talker. The “min” approach may give improved performance when the
microphone array is lined up perfectly with the target, but may set high-frequency
T-F tiles to values of zero (see Fig. 3·22) when the array is not “looking” directly
at the target (i.e., the target is o↵ to the side by a few degrees). The most e↵ective
approach might involve combining the “min” and “piecewise” approaches to ensure
that the most widely spaced microphone pair is not included in the computation of
the high-frequency T-F tiles. An example of combining the “min” and “piecewise”
approaches to compute “low”, “mid” and “high” frequency segments of the Global
Ratio Mask (RMG) is shown below:
For Low Frequency Channels (0 to 1025 Hz):
RMG[n, 1 : 22] = min
⇣
RM1,2[n, 1 : 22], BM3,4[n, 1 : 22]
⌘
For Mid Frequency Channels (1074 to 2490 Hz):
RMG[n, 23 : 52] = min
⇣
RM1,2[n, 23 : 52], BM3,4[n, 23 : 52], BM5,6[n, 23 : 52]
⌘
For High Frequency Channels (2539 to 25000 Hz):
RMG[n, 53 :
F








Note that the Ratio Mask RM1,2 from the most widely spaced microphone pair
[1, 2], is not included in the computation of the “high” frequency channel (2539 to
25000 Hz) T-F tiles. This processing should alleviate deletion of high-frequency target
T-F tiles (compare Figs. 3·21 and 3·22) when the target is slightly o↵ axis (i.e. a few
































Figure 3·21: Ratio masks for a “Symmetrical” spatial configuration
(see Fig 4·1) wherein the 320-mm eight-microphone array, aimed at
0 , is perfectly aligned with the target talker at 0 . Compare with
the ratio masks in the corresponding figure on the following page for
an “O↵-axis” spatial configuration wherein the array, pointed at 0 , is
































Figure 3·22: Ratio masks for an “O↵-axis” spatial configuration (see
Fig 4·1) wherein the 320-mm eight-microphone array, aimed at 0 , is
misaligned with the target talker at +5 . Compare with the ratio masks
in the corresponding figure on the preceding page for a “Symmetri-
cal” spatial configuration wherein the array, pointed at 0 , is perfectly
aligned with the target talker at 0 .
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Piecewise-construction of Global Binary Mask
When performance is evaluated for an “O↵-axis” spatial configuration (see Fig 3·22)
in which the array has a straight-ahead “look” direction of 0 , but the target talker
is at +5 , performance is largely una↵ected. However, in this “O↵-axis” spatial
configuration, Time-Frequency (T-F) tiles above 3.5 kHz are set to zero (compare
Figs. 3·21 and 3·22 on the preceding pages), a result of the target waveform becoming
part of the “Noise” estimate in the most widely spaced pair of microphones. Having
the T-F tiles above 3.5 kHz set to zero does not e↵ect the speech intelligibility metrics
because the frequencies most important for speech are below that cuto↵. For example,
telephones transmit speech bandpass filtered between 300 Hz and 3.5 kHz. However, if
we did want to preserve this high-frequency speech content, we could take a piecewise
construction approach to computing the Global Binary Mask (BMG).
When the microphone array has a straight-ahead “look” direction of 0 , but the
target talker is at +5 , it is the Binary Mask BM1,2, from the most widely spaced
microphone pair, which is setting the T-F tiles above 3.5 kHz to zero. This can be
alleviated via piecewise construction, as follows:














This sub-band processing uses the three most widely spaced microphone pairs for
frequencies ⇠ 0 ! 2500 Hz and the three most narrowly spaced microphone pairs for
frequencies ⇠ 2500 ! 25000 Hz. This subband analysis approach could be extended
to other divisions (i.e. low, mid, high) of the frequency spectrum. This approach may
prove important for building a useable Assistive Listening Device that still works even
when the target talker isn’t exactly lined up with the array’s “look” direction.
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Chapter 4
EVALUATION RESULTS using VIRTUAL ROOM ACOUSTICS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents evaluation results for the Short-Time Target Cancellation
(STTC) algorithm in a computational model of room acoustics. Both the relatively
large 320-mm (⇠ 12.6”) eight-microphone array, as described in the previous chapter
in Section 3.3, and the much smaller 140-mm (⇠ 5.5”) six-microphone array for the
proposed Assistive Listening Device (ALD) described in Section 3.4, are evaluated
using computational measures of speech intelligibility and sound source segregation.
The computational model of room acoustics allows the experimenter to position
the microphones and sound sources anywhere inside a shoebox shaped room. Anechoic
and reverberant acoustic environments can be simulated by adjusting the extent to
which sound energy is reflected by the surfaces of the virtual room.
Three di↵erent spatial configurations (Fig. 4·1) were used to answer the following
inter-related questions: 1) Can the STTC algorithm provide a speech intelligibility
benefit, and e↵ect sound source segregation, for mixtures of three concurrent talkers?
2) Does the microphone array have to be aligned perfectly with the target talker?
3) Is it possible to “steer the beam” of the microphone array in the direction of a
target talker positioned o↵ to the side (i.e., located somewhere between 0 and ±90 )?
Finally, will the STTC algorithm continue to function in a reverberant environment?
The results presented in this chapter provide answers to the questions posed above.
In anechoic conditions, the STTC algorithm achieves performance comparable to the
Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM) for spatial separations   30 .
In reverberant conditions, the STTC algorithm’s performance is impaired relative to











Figure 4·1: Spatial configurations for evaluation of performance.
In the “Symmetrical” configuration, the target (T) is fixed at 0  and
symmetrical maskers (M1 and M2) move to the left and right, at an-
gular separations that vary between 0  and ±90 . In the mis-aligned
“O↵-Axis” configuration, the array is aimed at 0 , but the target is
o↵ to the right at +5 . In the “Steered Beam” configuration, the first
masker (M1) remains stationary at 0  while the target and the second
masker (M2) move to the right and left, respectively.
4.2 Methods for evaluation with virtual room acoustics
A model of room acoustics (Allen and Berkley, 1979; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2001)
was used to create mixtures for each microphone in the 320-mm and 140-mm arrays.
The window for all short-time processing was set to 20.48 ms, yielding an FFT size
of F = 1024, and a hop size of H = 512 samples, with the sampling rate of 50 kHz.
On each trial, 3 talkers were selected randomly from a set of eighteen (male and
female) talkers in the Kidd lab BUG corpus (Kidd et al., 2008). A five-word sentence
(⇠3.5 s in length) was randomly generated for each talker. All talkers were at a
distance of 1m from the center of the array and set to a level of 55 dB using the
setdbspl function in the Auditory Modeling Toolbox (Søndergaard and Majdak, 2013).
Performance in reverberation was evaluated using only the “Symmetrical” con-
figuration (Fig. 4·1) in a 17 ⇥ 11 ⇥ 3 m (L⇥W⇥H) virtual room. On each trial, the
center of the array was randomly positioned within the cubic meter at the center of
the room. The microphones and sources were coplanar and their orientation, relative
to the room’s walls, was randomized on each trial via a rotation matrix.
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Mixtures of three concurrent talkers were created for every ith microphone via
convolution with Virtual Room Impulse Responses (VRIRs). There is a unique VRIR
v[i,j][m] for every ith microphone and jth talker and cj[m] is the corpus (i.e., speech
corpus) sentence spoken by the jth talker. The target talker was assigned j = 1.
Hence, the first corpus sentence (c1[m]) was used for the target (T) talker and the
second and third corpus sentences (c2[m] and c3[m]) were used for the two masker
(M1 and M2) talkers. Speech Signal (si), Noise (⌘i) and Mixtures (xi) for every ith
microphone are given below:
















xi[m] = si[m] + ⌘i[m] (4.3)
It should be noted that the STTC algorithm was not granted “oracle knowledge”
access to the component Signal (si) and Noise (⌘i) terms shown above. Only the
xi[m] microphone mixtures were used as input to the Short-Time Target Cancellation
(STTC) algorithm. However, the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask
(IRM), described in the following section, were both granted “oracle knowledge” ac-
cess to the Signal (si) and Noise (⌘i) terms computed above.
IBM and IRM computations
The Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM) were computed using the
Short-Time Fourier Transforms (STFTs) Si[n, k] and Ni[n, k] of the time-domain
signals si[m] and ⌘i[m] and code from the IoSR Matlab Toolbox (Hummersone, 2017).
For Stereo signals, the IBM and IRM were computed independently for the left and
right channels, with the designated left-right ([L,R]) microphone pair [3, 4] for the
eight-microphone 320-mm array and [1, 2] for the six-microphone 140-mm array.
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Processed Stereo output ([yL, yR]) for the Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM)
























































Objective measures of speech intelligibility and sound source segregation
The Coherence Speech Intelligibility Index (CSII) (see Appendix B) (Kates and Are-
hart, 2005) was used to evaluate speech intelligibility and source segregation perfor-
mance was evaluated using the BSS EVAL toolbox (see Appendix C) (Vincent et al.,
2006), which yields a Source to Interferers Ratio (SIR) and a Source to Distortion
Ratio (SDR). For all objective measures, the original and unprocessed five-word cor-
pus sentences cj[m], from the Kidd lab BUG corpus (Kidd et al., 2008), were used as
ground truth, with c1[m] the designated target talker sentence. For Stereo signals, the
T-F masks were applied to both the left and right channels, microphone pair [3,4] for
the 320-mm array and microphone pair [1,2] for the 140-mm array. On each trial, the
performance measures were computed independently for the left and right channels
and the average of the Stereo pair was taken.
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4.3 Results for the 320-mm eight-microphone array in anechoic space
Results for the 320-mm eight-microphone array, evaluated across three spatial config-
urations (Fig. 4·1) in anechoic space, are shown in Table 4.1 and in Figs. 4·2 through
4·7. Predictions of Speech Intelligibility are shown in the even numbered Figs. 4·2,
4·4 and 4·6, whereas results for the Blind Source Separation Evaluation (BSS EVAL)
are shown in the odd numbered Figs. 4·3, 4·5 and 4·7.
Average performance in anechoic space, across all spatial separations   30 , is
shown in Table 4.1. The corresponding Standard Deviations (SD), for each 5  step
in angular separation, are shown as error bars in Figs. 4·2 through 4·7. The baseline
for each spatial configuration was the unprocessed mixture, with the two interfering
talkers (i.e., maskers) located “straight ahead” at 0 .
Spatial Configuration,
algorithm and # CSII SIR SDR
of microphones
“Symmetrical”
baseline 33.79 %  2.84 dB  2.84 dB
STTC 8mic Mono 77.41 % +24.44 dB +9.08 dB
STTC 8mic Stereo 74.13 % +21.93 dB +8.51 dB
IBM 80.68 % +20.26 dB +9.21 dB
IRM 84.12 % +18.35 dB +10.52 dB
“O↵ Axis”
baseline 33.80 %  2.84 dB  2.84 dB
STTC 8mic Mono 75.75 % +23.53 dB +8.39 dB
STTC 8mic Stereo 72.56 % +21.21 dB +7.83 dB
IBM 80.69 % +20.26 dB +9.21 dB
IRM 84.12 % +18.35 dB +10.51 dB
“Steered Beam”
baseline 33.79 %  2.84 dB  2.84 dB
STTC 8mic Mono 74.74 % +23.70 dB +8.31 dB
STTC 8mic Stereo 74.94 % +21.25 dB +8.72 dB
IBM 80.65 % +20.26 dB +9.20 dB
IRM 84.11 % +18.35 dB +10.51 dB
Table 4.1: Results for the 320-mm eight-microphone array in anechoic
space for three di↵erent spatial configurations. Average performance,
for a mixture of three concurrent talkers, across all spatial separations
  30 , is shown for the CSII, SDR and SIR metrics.
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In the “Steered Beam” configuration, the STTC algorithm was provided the target
talker’s Direction of Arrival (DOA) angle ✓ as it was moved in 5  steps from 0 to
+90 . For the eight-microphone array, ⌧ sample shifts were computed for each of the
four pairs of microphones ([1,2], [3,4], [5,6] and [7,8]). Where fs is the sampling rate,
d is the inter-microphone spacing in meters,   is the speed of sound in meters per
second and ✓ is the specified DOA “look” direction, in radians (not degrees):
















These ⌧ time shifts were used for both computation of the Ratio Masks (RMs) and
steering of the beamformer used for the Mono version of the STTC algorithm.
Predictions of speech intelligibility for the eight-microphone Mono STTC algo-
rithm are shown in the left-side panel of Figs. 4·2, 4·4 and 4·6, demonstrating that
the STTC algorithm can boost the intelligibility of the target talker (upper curve in
light blue) while suppressing the intelligibility of the two competing talkers (lower
curves in pink and red). The right side panel of Figs. 4·2, 4·4 and 4·6 shows tar-
get talker speech intelligibility prediction for the eight-microphone Mono and Stereo
STTC algorithms, as well as for the IBM and IRM. Results for the BSS EVAL metrics
are shown in Figs. 4·3, 4·5 and 4·7. When comparing results for the STTC algorithm
against the IBM and IRM, it is important to understand that only the xi[m] micro-
phone mixtures were used as input to the STTC algorithm, whereas the IBM and
IRM were granted access to the component Signal (si) and Noise (⌘i) terms.
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Results for the 320-mm array in the “Symmetrical” spatial configuration
Figure 4·2: “Symmetrical” CSII results for the 320-mm array. There
were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials total).
Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
In the “Symmetrical” spatial configuration (see the leftmost panel of Fig. 4·1),
the target (T) is fixed at 0  and symmetrical maskers (M1 and M2) move to the left
and right, at angular separations that vary between 0  and ±90 . Performance of
the 320-mm eight-microphone array was evaluated using computational measures of
speech intelligibility (Fig. 4·2) and sound source segregation (Fig. 4·3).
Figure 4·3: “Symmetrical” BSS EVAL results for the 320-mm array.
There were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials
total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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Results for the 320-mm array in the “O↵ Axis” spatial configuration.
Figure 4·4: “O↵ Axis” CSII results for the 320-mm array. There were
50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials total). Error
bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
In the mis-aligned “O↵-Axis” configuration (see center panel of Fig. 4·1), the
array is aimed at 0 , but the target is o↵ to the right at +5 ; this asks the question:
Does the array have to be aligned perfectly with the target talker? Performance of
the 320-mm eight-microphone array was evaluated using computational measures of
speech intelligibility (Fig. 4·4) and sound source segregation (Fig. 4·5).
Figure 4·5: “O↵ Axis” BSS EVAL results for the 320-mm array.
There were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 tri-
als total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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Results for the 320-mm array in the “Steered Beam” spatial configuration.
Figure 4·6: “O↵ Axis” CSII results for the 320-mm array. There were
50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials total). Error
bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
In the “Steered Beam” configuration (see rightmost panel of Fig. 4·1), the first
masker (M1) remains stationary at 0  while the target and the second masker (M2)
move to the right and left, respectively. Performance of the 320-mm eight-microphone
array was evaluated using computational measures of speech intelligibility (Fig. 4·6)
and sound source segregation (Fig. 4·7).
Figure 4·7: “O↵ Axis” BSS EVAL results for the 320-mm array.
There were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 tri-
als total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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4.4 Results for the 320-mm eight-microphone array in reverberation.
Evaluation results in reverberation are shown in Table 4.2 and in Figs. 4·8 and 4·9.
The room was 7 ⇥ 11 ⇥ 3 m, with T60 reverberation times of 0.5 and 1.0 seconds.
The IBM and IRM were computed with both a reverberant target and a “Direct
Path” (DP) target. Computation of the ideal masks is relatively straightforward in
anechoic space. However, in reverberation, there is a question as to whether the
late reflections of the target sound source should be included in the signal waveform,
or the noise waveform, used to compute the ideal masks. In the Direct Path (DP)
computation of the IBM and IRM masks, the late reflections are included in the noise
estimate. Average performance in reverberation, across all spatial separations   30 ,
is shown in Table 4.2. The corresponding Standard Deviations (SD), for each 30 
step in angular separation, are shown as error bars in Figs. 4·8 and 4·9.
Algorithm and # CSII SIR SDR
of microphones
T60 = 0.5 s
baseline (no processing) 29.02 %  2.53 dB  4.29 dB
STTC (Mono) 8 mics 56.78 % +20.91 dB +4.36 dB
STTC (Stereo) 8 mics 48.80 % +17.64 dB +2.19 dB
IBM (Reverberant Target) 55.83 % +18.35 dB +2.95 dB
IRM (Reverberant Target) 57.54 % +16.32 dB +3.42 dB
IBM DP (Direct Path) 60.70 % +21.92 dB +4.00 dB
IRM DP (Direct Path) 66.01 % +18.73 dB +5.76 dB
T60 = 1.0 s
baseline (no processing) 25.17 %  2.47 dB  5.43 dB
STTC (Mono) 8 mics 50.89 % +19.82 dB +2.68 dB
STTC (Stereo) 8 mics 42.30 % +16.38 dB +0.33 dB
IBM (Reverberant Target) 48.34 % +17.76 dB +0.71 dB
IRM (Reverberant Target) 49.72 % +15.83 dB +1.05 dB
IBM DP (Direct Path) 56.10 % +22.02 dB +2.79 dB
IRM DP (Direct Path) 62.18 % +19.09 dB +4.62 dB
Table 4.2: Results for the 320-mm eight-microphone array for two
reverberation times. Average performance across all spatial separations
  30  is shown. The baseline for each spatial configuration was the
unprocessed mixture, with the two interfering talkers located at 0 .
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T60 = 0.5 s
IBM_DP
IRM_DP
T60 = 1.0 s
IBM_DP
IRM_DP
Figure 4·8: Speech Intelligibility results for the 320-mm array for
reverberation times of T60 = 0.5 s (top row) and T60 = 1.0 s (bottom
row). Results for the Mono STTC algorithm are shown in the left
panels. The right side panels show target talker Speech Intelligibility
results for the STTC algorithm and ideal T-F masks. The IBM and
IRM were computed with both a reverberant target and a “Direct Path”
(DP) target. There were 50 trials for each 30  step in angular separation
(200 trials total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 4·9: Blind Source Separation Evaluation (BSS EVAL) results
for the 320-mm array for reverberation times of T60 = 0.5 s (top row)
and T60 = 1.0 s (bottom row). The IBM and IRM were computed with
both a reverberant target and a “Direct Path” (DP) target. There were
50 trials for each 30  step in angular separation (200 trials total). Error
bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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4.5 Results for the 140-mm six-microphone array in anechoic space
Results for the 140-mm six-microphone array, evaluated across three spatial con-
figurations (Fig. 4·1) in anechoic space, are shown in Table 4.3 and in Figs. 4·10
through 4·15. Predictions of Speech Intelligibility are shown in the even numbered
Figs. 4·10, 4·12 and 4·14, whereas results for the Blind Source Separation Evaluation
(BSS EVAL) metrics are shown in the odd numbered Figs. 4·11, 4·13 and 4·15.
Average performance in anechoic space, across all spatial separations   30 , is
shown in Table 4.3. The corresponding Standard Deviations (SD), for each 5  step in
angular separation, are shown as error bars in Figs. 4·10 through 4·15. The baseline
for each spatial configuration was the unprocessed mixture, with the two interfering
talkers (i.e., maskers) located “straight ahead” at 0 .
Spatial Configuration,
algorithm and # CSII SIR SDR
of microphones
“Symmetrical”
baseline 33.79 %  2.84 dB  2.84 dB
STTC 6mic Mono 74.26 % +23.70 dB +9.14 dB
STTC 6mic Stereo 72.36 % +22.75 dB +8.93 dB
IBM 80.69 % +20.27 dB +9.21 dB
IRM 84.11 % +18.35 dB +10.51 dB
“O↵ Axis”
baseline 34.93 %  2.82 dB  2.82 dB
STTC 6mic Mono 74.02 % +23.18 dB +8.79 dB
STTC 6mic Stereo 71.61 % +21.63 dB +8.50 dB
IBM 80.56 % +20.25 dB +9.22 dB
IRM 84.00 % +18.33 dB +10.52 dB
“Steered Beam”
baseline 33.79 %  2.84 dB  2.84 dB
STTC 6mic Mono 73.90 % +23.57 dB +8.83 dB
STTC 6mic Stereo 72.56 % +20.41 dB +8.70 dB
IBM 80.66 % +20.26 dB +9.20 dB
IRM 84.11 % +18.35 dB +10.51 dB
Table 4.3: Results for the 140-mm six-microphone array in anechoic
space for three di↵erent spatial configurations. Average performance,
across all spatial separations   30  is shown.
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In the “Steered Beam” configuration, the STTC algorithm was provided the target
talker’s Direction of Arrival (DOA) angle ✓ as it was moved in 5  steps from 0 to
+90 . For the six-microphone array, ⌧ sample shifts were computed for each of the
three pairs of microphones ([1,2], [3,4] and [5,6]). Where fs is the sampling rate, d is
the inter-microphone spacing in meters,   is the speed of sound in meters per second
and ✓ is the specified angular “look” direction, in radians (not degrees):












These ⌧ time shifts were used for both computation of the Ratio Masks (RMs) and
steering of the beamformer used for the Mono version of the STTC algorithm.
Predictions of speech intelligibility for the six-microphone Mono STTC algorithm
are shown in the left-side panel of Figs. 4·10, 4·12 and 4·14, demonstrating that the
STTC algorithm can boost the intelligibility of the target talker (upper curve in light
blue) while suppressing the intelligibility of the two competing talkers (lower curves
in pink and red). The right side panel of Figs. 4·10, 4·12 and 4·14 shows target talker
speech intelligibility prediction for the six-microphone Mono and Stereo STTC algo-
rithms, as well as for the IBM and IRM. Results for the BSS EVAL metrics are shown
in Figs. 4·11, 4·13 and 4·15. When comparing results for the STTC algorithm against
the IBM and IRM, it is important to understand that only the xi[m] microphone
mixtures were used as input to the STTC algorithm, whereas the IBM and IRM were
granted access to the component Signal (si) and Noise (⌘i) terms.
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Results for the 140-mm array in the “Symmetrical” spatial configuration.
Figure 4·10: “Symmetrical” CSII results for the 140-mm array. There
were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials total).
Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
In the “Symmetrical” spatial configuration (see the leftmost panel of Fig. 4·1),
the target (T) is fixed at 0  and symmetrical maskers (M1 and M2) move to the left
and right, at angular separations that vary between 0  and ±90 . Performance of the
140-mm six-microphone array was evaluated using computational measures of speech
intelligibility (Fig. 4·10) and sound source segregation (Fig. 4·11).
Figure 4·11: “Symmetrical” BSS EVAL results for the 140-mm array.
There were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials
total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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Results for the 140-mm array in the “O↵ Axis” spatial configuration.
Figure 4·12: “O↵ Axis” CSII results for the 140-mm array. There
were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials total).
Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
In the mis-aligned “O↵-Axis” configuration (see center panel of Fig. 4·1), the array
is aimed at 0 , but the target is o↵ to the right at +5 ; this asks the question: Does
the array have to be aligned perfectly with the target talker? Performance of the
140-mm six-microphone array was evaluated using computational measures of speech
intelligibility (Fig. 4·12) and sound source segregation (Fig. 4·13).
Figure 4·13: “O↵ Axis” BSS EVAL results for the 140-mm array.
There were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials
total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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Results for the 140-mm array in the “Steered Beam” spatial configuration.
Figure 4·14: “Steered Beam” CSII results for the 140-mm array.
There were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 tri-
als total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
In the “Steered Beam” configuration (see rightmost panel of Fig. 4·1), the first
masker (M1) remains stationary at 0  while the target and the second masker (M2)
move to the right and left, respectively. Performance of the 140-mm six-microphone
array was evaluated using computational measures of speech intelligibility (Fig. 4·14)
and sound source segregation (Fig. 4·15).
Figure 4·15: “Steered Beam” BSS EVAL results for the 140-mm array.
There were 50 trials for each 5  step in angular separation (950 trials
total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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4.6 Results for the 140-mm six-microphone array in reverberation
Evaluation results in reverberation are shown in Table 4.4 and in Figs. 4·16 and 4·17.
The room was 7 ⇥ 11 ⇥ 3 m, with T60 reverberation times of 0.5 and 1.0 seconds.
The IBM and IRM were computed with both a reverberant target and a “Direct
Path” (DP) target. Computation of the ideal masks is relatively straightforward in
anechoic space. However, in reverberation, there is a question as to whether the
late reflections of the target sound source should be included in the signal waveform,
or the noise waveform, used to compute the ideal masks. In the Direct Path (DP)
computation of the IBM and IRM masks, the late reflections are included in the noise
estimate. Average performance in reverberation, across all spatial separations   30 ,
is shown in Table 4.4. The corresponding Standard Deviations (SD), for each 30 
step in angular separation, are shown as error bars in Figs. 4·16 and 4·17.
Algorithm and # CSII SIR SDR
of microphones
T60 = 0.5 s
baseline (no processing) 29.02 %  2.53 dB  4.29 dB
STTC (Mono) 6 mics 49.05 % +16.59 dB +1.86 dB
STTC (Stereo) 6 mics 43.07 % +14.77 dB +0.68 dB
IBM (Reverberant Target) 55.87 % +18.34 dB +2.95 dB
IRM (Reverberant Target) 57.56 % +16.32 dB +3.43 dB
IBM DP (Direct Path) 60.69 % +21.95 dB +4.01 dB
IRM DP (Direct Path) 66.04 % +18.73 dB +5.76 dB
T60 = 1.0 s
baseline (no processing) 25.18 %  2.47 dB  5.43 dB
STTC (Mono) 6 mics 43.44 % +15.39 dB +0.40 dB
STTC (Stereo) 6 mics 36.88 % +13.36 dB  1.03 dB
IBM (Reverberant Target) 48.36 % +17.75 dB +0.72 dB
IRM (Reverberant Target) 49.75 % +15.82 dB +1.06 dB
IBM DP (Direct Path) 56.13 % +22.02 dB +2.80 dB
IRM DP (Direct Path) 62.20 % +19.10 dB +4.63 dB
Table 4.4: Results for the 140-mm six-microphone array for two re-
verberation times. Average performance across all spatial separations
  30  is shown. The baseline for each spatial configuration was the
unprocessed mixture, with the two interfering talkers located at 0 .
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T60 = 0.5 s
IBM_DP
IRM_DP
T60 = 1.0 s
IBM_DP
IRM_DP
Figure 4·16: Speech Intelligibility results for the 140-mm array for
reverberation times of T60 = 0.5 s (top row) and T60 = 1.0 s (bottom
row). Results for the Mono STTC algorithm are shown in the left
panels. The right side panels show target talker Speech Intelligibility
results for the STTC algorithm and ideal T-F masks. The IBM and
IRM were computed with both a reverberant target and a “Direct Path”
(DP) target. There were 50 trials for each 30  step in angular separation
(200 trials total). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 4·17: Blind Source Separation Evaluation (BSS EVAL) results
for the 140-mm array for reverberation times of T60 = 0.5 s (top row)
and T60 = 1.0 s (bottom row). The IBM and IRM were computed with
both a reverberant target and a “Direct Path” (DP) target. There were
50 trials for each 30  step in angular separation (200 trials total). Error
bars indicate the standard deviation (SD).
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4.7 Discussion
When comparing the results for the STTC algorithm against results for the “Ideal”
IBM and IRM T-F masks, it is important to understand that only the xi microphone
mixtures were used as input to the STTC algorithm, whereas the IBM and IRM were
granted access to the component Signal (si) and Noise (⌘i) terms. The IBM and IRM
have “oracle knowledge” of the component waveforms in the sound mixture and are
not physically realizable algorithms. Sound source segregation performance compa-
rable to that of the IBM and IRM has been posited as the “goal” of Computational
Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA) (Wang, 2005; Hummersone et al., 2014).
In anechoic conditions, the eight-microphone (320-mm array) STTC algorithm
demonstrated performance comparable to that of the IBM and IRM T-F masks once
the spatial separation between target and maskers was   30  (see Table 4.1 and Figs.
4·2 through 4·7). The six-microphone (140-mm) array demonstrates less impressive
performance (see Table 4.3 and Figs. 4·10 through 4·15) than the 320-mm array, as ex-
pected given that the cancellation process is less e↵ective in the low frequency regions
when using a lesser inter-microphone distance for the outermost pair of microphones.
A direct comparison of performance for the two arrays in anechoic conditions, for the
“Symmetric” spatial configuration (see Fig. 4·1), is shown in Table 4.5.
Algorithm and # CSII SIR SDR
of microphones
T60 = 0 s
baseline 33.79 %  2.84 dB  2.84 dB
STTC 6mic (140 mm) Mono 74.26 % +23.70 dB +9.14 dB
STTC 6mic (140 mm) Stereo 72.36 % +22.75 dB +8.93 dB
STTC 8mic (320 mm) Mono 77.41 % +24.44 dB +9.08 dB
STTC 8mic (320 mm) Stereo 74.13 % +21.93 dB +8.51 dB
Table 4.5: Results for the 320-mm and 140-mm arrays in anechoic
space for the “Symmetrical” spatial configuration (see Fig. 4·1). Aver-
age performance, across all spatial separations   30  is shown.
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The results across all three of the di↵erent spatial configurations (Fig. 4·1) were
comparable for both the eight-microphone 320-mm array (see Table 4.1) and the
six-microphone 140-mm array (see Table 4.3), thereby providing answers to the inter-
related questions posed in the third paragraph of the introduction to this chapter:
The STTC algorithm can provide a speech intelligibility benefit, and e↵ect sound
source segregation, for mixtures of three concurrent talkers. The microphone array
does not have to be aligned perfectly with the target talker and it is possible to “steer
the beam” of the microphone array in the direction of a target talker positioned o↵
to the side (i.e., located somewhere between 0 and ±90 ).
In reverberation, performance of all T-F masks was impaired relative to anechoic
conditions. Evaluation results in reverberation are shown in Table 4.2 and Figs. 4·8
and 4·9 for the eight-microphone 320-mm array and in Table 4.4 and Figs. 4·16 and
4·17 for the six-microphone 140-mm array. A direct comparison of performance for
the two arrays in reverberant conditions, for the “Symmetric” spatial configuration
(see Fig. 4·1), is shown in Table 4.6.
Algorithm and # CSII SIR SDR
of microphones
T60 = 0.5 s
baseline (no processing) 29.02 %  2.53 dB  4.29 dB
STTC 6mic (140 mm) Mono 49.05 % +16.59 dB +1.86 dB
STTC 6mic (140 mm) Stereo 43.07 % +14.77 dB +0.68 dB
STTC 8mic (320 mm) Mono 56.78 % +20.91 dB +4.36 dB
STTC 8mic (320 mm) Stereo 48.80 % +17.64 dB +2.19 dB
T60 = 1.0 s
baseline (no processing) 25.17 %  2.47 dB  5.43 dB
STTC 6mic (140 mm) Mono 43.44 % +15.39 dB +0.40 dB
STTC 6mic (140 mm) Stereo 36.88 % +13.36 dB  1.03 dB
STTC 8mic (320 mm) Mono 50.89 % +19.82 dB +2.68 dB
STTC 8mic (320 mm) Stereo 42.30 % +16.38 dB +0.33 dB
Table 4.6: Results for the 320-mm and 140-mm arrays in reverberation
for the “Symmetrical” spatial configuration (see Fig. 4·1). Average
performance, across all spatial separations   30  is shown.
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Performance in reverberation seemed to drop o↵ rather steeply for the 140-mm
when the maskers were at ±30 , but performance was comparable to that of the IBM
and IRM at separations of ±60  and ±90  (see Figs. 4·16 and 4·17). The interaction
between Direction of Arrival angle (✓) and the distance (d) between the sensor pairs
is such that the larger 320-mm array has a greater phase di↵erence to work with when
the maskers are at ±30  than does the smaller 140-mm array.
Throughout the comparisons, the IBM outperforms the IRM on the SIR metric,
a result of the IBM completely discarding (i.e., setting to “0”) those T-F tiles which
are dominated by interfering talkers. However, the IRM outperforms the IBM in the
SDR measure, which includes a penalty for distortions (see Appendix C). The Mono
version of the STTC algorithm combines T-F masking with simple beamforming,
resulting in consistently better performance than the Stereo STTC algorithm.
The conclusion to be made from the results presented in this chapter is that
the STTC algorithm, using either the larger eight-microphone 320-mm array or the
smaller six-microphone 140-mm array, can provide a robust speech intelligibility ben-
efit and e↵ect sound source segregation for a mixture of three concurrent talkers,
provided there is su cient spatial separation (  30 ) between the target talker and
interfering talkers. Furthermore, the STTC algorithm continues to provide this in-
telligibility benefit in reverberation and when the array is not aimed directly at the
target. It was also demonstrated in this chapter that the STTC algorithm is “steer-
able”; i.e., the “look” direction of the array can be steered towards target talkers
located o↵ to the sides. This allows for a tie-in with ongoing work on a Visually
Guided Hearing Aid (see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2), which has thus far used a Mono
output beamformer. The computational measures used throughout this chapter are
monaural and do not capture any benefit provided by access to binaural cues. The
benefit of preserving binaural cues will be evaluated in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
EVALUATION RESULTS for the STTC ASSISTIVE LISTENING
DEVICE using KEMAR and VIRTUAL ROOM ACOUSTICS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents evaluation results for the six-microphone 140-mm array Short-
Time Target Cancellation Assistive Listening Device (STTC ALD), described in Sec-
tion 3.4, using both virtual room acoustics and Head Related Impulse Responses
(HRIRs) recorded with a KEMAR manikin (Fig. 5·1). Performance is evaluated in
this chapter using both computational and behavioral (i.e., psychacoustic) measures.
In the previous chapter, the six-microphone STTC ALD was evaluated using the
most widely spaced microphone pair in the array as the designated left and right
channels to be filtered by a Time-Frequency (T-F) mask. In this chapter, the micro-
phones in KEMAR’s ears will be the designated left and right channels. The results
presented throughout this chapter suggest that the STTC ALD can provide a robust
speech intelligibility benefit in complex acoustic scenes with multiple talkers.
Figure 5·1: The Knowles Electronic Manikin for Acoustic Research
(KEMAR). Image adapted from gras.dk (the manufacturer’s website).
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For the results presented throughout this chapter, two sets of comparable anechoic
mixtures, using both virtual room acoustics and HRIRs, were constructed using the
same corpus {cj[m]} of randomly generated 5-word sentences for each talker j. Virtual
Room Impulse Responses (VRIRs) were used to generate the mixtures at the STTC
ALD’s six microphones; i.e., the STTC algorithm’s T-F mask was computed using
virtual room acoustics. The STTC, Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask
(IRM) Time-Frequency (T-F) masks were then used to filter the output of the binaural
mixtures created using HRIRs recorded with KEMAR’s ears. The IBM and IRM
masks were computed individually for the left and right ears.
Throughout this chapter, performance is evaluated using mixtures of three, five
and seven concurrent talkers (Fig. 5·2). Three sets of evaluation results for the STTC
ALD are presented in this chapter. In the first set of results, comparisons with the
Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM) are made via computational
measures of speech intelligibility and sound source segregation. In the second set
of results, a comparison is made with the Kidd lab’s Visually Guided Hearing Aid
(VGHA) via computational measures of speech intelligibility. In the third and final
set of results, the VGHA and STTC ALD are compared using behavioral measures









Figure 5·2: Mixtures of 3, 5 and 7 concurrent talkers. For all mixtures,
a “Symmetrical” spatial configuration was used, with the target (T)
fixed at 0  and up to six maskers (M1 through M6) moving to the left
and right at angular separations that varied between 0  and ±90 .
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5.2 Methods for computational measures
The window for all short-time processing was set to 20.48 ms, which yielded an FFT
size of F = 1024 and a hop size of H = 512 samples, with the sampling rate of 50
kHz. On each trial, a set of 3, 5 or 7 talkers was selected randomly from a set of eight
female talkers in the Kidd lab BUG corpus (Kidd et al., 2008). A five-word sentence
(⇠ 3.5 s in length) was randomly generated for each talker. All talkers were at a
fixed distance of 5 feet from the center of the array. For the computational measures
presented in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, all talkers were set to a level of 55 dB using the
setdbspl function in the Auditory Modeling Toolbox (Søndergaard and Majdak, 2013).
Virtual room acoustics and mixtures for multiple concurrent talkers
Anechoic mixtures of multiple concurrent talkers (each at a distance of 5 feet) were
created for every ith microphone, for a total of I = 6 microphones, via convolution of
discrete-time signals with Impulse Responses (IRs) generated using a computational
model of room acoustics (Allen and Berkley, 1979; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2001).
There is a unique Virtual Room Impulse Response (VRIR) v[i,j][m] for every ith
microphone and jth talker and cj[m] is the corpus (i.e., speech corpus) sentence
spoken by the jth talker. The target talker was assigned j = 1. Hence, the first
corpus sentence (c1[m]) was used for the target talker. Speech Signal (si), Noise (⌘i)
and Mixtures (xi) for every ith microphone for a total number of J (J= 3, 5 or 7)
concurrent talkers are given below:








xi[m] = si[m] + ⌘i[m] (5.3)
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Left and right KEMAR mixtures for multiple concurrent talkers
A second set of anechoic mixtures of multiple concurrent talkers, using the same
set of corpus sentences {cj[m]} as was used for the virtual room acoustics, was also
created using the set of binaural impulse responses (h[L,j] and h[R,j]) recorded using
the KEMAR manikin, for sources at a distance of 5 feet. Speech Signal ([sL, sR]),
Noise ([⌘L, ⌘R]) and sound mixtures ([eL, eR]) for the left and right KEMAR ears, for
a total number of J (J= 3, 5 or 7) concurrent talkers, are given below:














eL[m] = sL[m] + ⌘L[m] eR[m] = sR[m] + ⌘R[m] (5.6)
Filtering KEMAR’s ears with the STTC algorithm’s time-frequency mask
The STTC algorithm takes the {xi[m]} mixtures at the six microphones as input
and generates a Thresholded Ratio Mask (RMT ) (see Chapter 3 and Fig. 3·15). This
RMT Time-Frequency mask is then used to filter the Short-Time Fourier Transforms
(STFTs) (EL[n, k] and ER[n, k]) of the binaural mixtures (eL[m] and eR[m]):
RMT [n, k] = STTC
⇣
x1[m], x2[m], x3[m], x4[m], x5[m], x6[m]
⌘
(5.7)



















Filtering KEMAR’s ears with the IBM and IRM “Ideal” masks
The Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM) were computed using
Short-Time Fourier Transforms (STFTs) (SL[n, k], SR[n, k], NL[n, k], NR[n, k]) of
the time-domain signals (sL[m], sR[m], ⌘L[m], ⌘R[m]) and code from the IoSR Matlab
Toolbox (Hummersone, 2017). The IBM was computed using a threshold of 0 dB.
Processed binaural output ([yL, yR]) for the Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM)








































































Output of Beamformer for multiple concurrent talkers
Impulse Responses (IRs) for the beamforming array (BEAM) microphone condition
were adapted directly from previous work in Gerald Kidd’s Psychoacoustics lab on
the VGHA (Kidd et al., 2013; Favrot et al., 2013; Kidd et al., 2015). Each talker j, at
a fixed distance of 5 feet, had a unique impulse response bj[m]. Speech Signal (sB),
Noise (⌘B) and Mono Output (yB) for the VGHA beamformer, for a total number of
J (J= 3, 5 or 7) concurrent talkers is given below:








yB[m] = sB[m] + ⌘B[m] (5.18)
Objective measures of speech intelligibility and sound source segregation
The Coherence Speech Intelligibility Index (CSII) (see Appendix B) (Kates and Are-
hart, 2005) was used to evaluate speech intelligibility, and source segregation perfor-
mance was evaluated using the BSS EVAL toolbox (see Appendix C) (Vincent et al.,
2006), which yields a Source to Interferers Ratio (SIR) and a Source to Distortion
Ratio (SDR). The SDR measure includes a penalty for artifacts; these can be room
reverberations (Mandel et al., 2010a) or artifacts introduced by the algorithm itself.
For all objective measures, the original unfiltered and unprocessed five-word cor-
pus sentences {cj[m]} were used as ground truth, with c1[m] the designated target
talker sentence. For all measures, the sound mixtures [eL, eR], for the left and right
KEMAR ears, were used as the designated Stereo pair to be filtered by the STTC,
IBM and IRM Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. On each trial, the performance mea-
sures were computed independently for the left and right channels and the average of
the Stereo pair was taken.
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5.3 Methods for behavioral (i.e., psychoacoustic) measures
The methods for the behavioral measures with human listeners are consistent with
those for the computational measures already described, with the following exceptions
described below. There were three microphone conditions (STTC, BEAM and HRTF)
and two spatial conditions (“Colocalized” and “Spatially Separated”), yielding a total
of six experimental conditions. Each subject completed between four and eight blocks
for each experimental condition, with each block consisting of 20 to 40 trials using
the adaptive procedure described below. The order of the experimental blocks was
randomized. For the behavioral measures, the six maskers (i.e., interfering talkers)
were each set to a level of 55 dB using the setdbspl function in the Auditory Modeling
Toolbox (Søndergaard and Majdak, 2013). The sound level of the target talker at 0 
was varied according to an adaptive procedure, as described in the subsection below.
Listening experiments with adaptive procedures
Eight college-aged Normal Hearing (NH) subjects, situated in a soundproof booth,
listened to processed (STTC and BEAM) and unprocessed (HRTF) mixtures of seven
concurrent female talkers through headphones. All sound mixtures were presented to
the listeners over headphones at a sound level of 70 dB.
Subjects used a Graphical User Interface (Fig. 5·3) to report the 5-word sentence,
starting with “Sue”, which was uttered by the target talker “straight ahead” at 0 .
An adaptive up-down procedure (Levitt, 1970) was used to adjust the sound level of
the target talker until only 50% of the four words following “Sue...” were reported
correctly, thereby yielding a Speech Reception Threshold (SRT). Spatial Release from
Masking (SRM) (Fig. 5·13) was computed by subtracting the TMR for the “Spatially
Separated” condition (with six competing talkers at ±30 , ±60 , and ±90 ), from the
TMR for the “Colocalized” condition in which all seven talkers were localized at 0 .
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Figure 5·3: The Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the BUG corpus.
The target talker, located “straight-ahead” at 0  uttered a sentence, on
each individual trial, that always started with “Sue”. For example, a
target talker sentence might be “Sue lost 3 green shoes”.
5.4 Results for comparison with ideal time-frequency masks
All results are for mixtures of 3, 5 or 7 talkers in a “Symmetrical” spatial configu-
ration (see Fig. 5·2). On each trial, the talkers were selected randomly from a set of
eight female talkers in the BUG corpus. Results for a mixture of three concurrent
talkers are shown in Table 5.1 and Figs. 5·4 and 5·5. There were 100 trials for each
spatial separation (400 trials total), which was in increments of ±30 . Results for
a mixture of five concurrent talkers are shown in Table 5.2 and Figs. 5·6 and 5·7.
There were 100 trials for each spatial separation (400 trials total). Note that each
spatial separation consists of pairs of degree increments ([±15 ,±30 ], [±30 ,±60 ],
[±45 ,±90 ]. Results for a mixture of seven concurrent talkers are shown in Table
5.3 and Figs. 5·8 and 5·9. There were 100 trials for each spatial separation (400 trials
total). Note that each spatial separation (see x-axes of Figs. 5·8 and 5·9) consists of a
trio of degree increments ([±15 ,±30 ,±45 ], [±30 ,±45 ,±60 ], [±30 ,±60 ,±90 ].
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Figure 5·4: Intelligibility of Target Talker (left column) and Mean
Intelligibility of Maskers (right column) for three talkers and filtering
of KEMAR’s ears with Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. There were 100
trials for each spatial separation (400 trials total). Error bars are SD.
Time-Frequency Mask CSII CSII SIR SDR
Target Maskers
baseline (no processing) 27.93 % 36.08 % +0.68 dB  0.77 dB
STTC ALD (KEMAR) 63.40 % 3.13 % +20.75 dB +6.22 dB
IBM (KEMAR) 64.00 % 1.31 % +18.50 dB +2.38 dB
IRM (KEMAR) 66.86 % 1.39 % +16.60 dB +2.92 dB
Table 5.1: Results (three talkers) for filtering KEMAR’s ears with







Figure 5·5: BSS EVAL results for three talkers and filtering of KE-
MAR’s ears with Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. There were 100 trials
for each spatial separation (400 trials total). Error bars are SD.
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Figure 5·6: Intelligibility of Target Talker (left column) and Mean
Intelligibility of Maskers (right column) for five talkers and filtering of
KEMAR’s ears with Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. There were 100
trials for each spatial separation (400 trials total). Error bars are SD.
Time-Frequency Mask CSII CSII SIR SDR
Target Maskers
baseline (no processing) 18.61 % 23.95 %  1.95 dB  2.69 dB
STTC ALD (KEMAR) 54.20 % 3.54 % +15.25 dB +3.72 dB
IBM (KEMAR) 59.02 % 1.92 % +16.21 dB +2.38 dB
IRM (KEMAR) 62.78 % 1.99 % +14.31 dB +3.19 dB
Table 5.2: Results (five talkers) for filtering KEMAR’s ears with time-







Figure 5·7: BSS EVAL results for five talkers and filtering of KE-
MAR’s ears with Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. There were 100 trials
for each spatial separation (400 trials total). Error bars are SD.
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Figure 5·8: Intelligibility of Target Talker (left column) and Mean
Intelligibility of Maskers (right column) for seven talkers and filtering
of KEMAR’s ears with Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. There were 100
trials for each spatial separation (400 trials total). Error bars are SD.
Time-Frequency Mask CSII CSII SIR SDR
Target Maskers
baseline (no processing) 13.12 % 18.32 %  3.95 dB  4.58 dB
STTC ALD (KEMAR) 46.62 % 3.27 % +11.55 dB +1.77 dB
IBM (KEMAR) 53.38 % 1.88 % +14.27 dB +1.52 dB
IRM (KEMAR) 57.52 % 1.97 % +12.37 dB +2.34 dB
Table 5.3: Results (seven talkers) for filtering KEMAR’s ears with







Figure 5·9: BSS EVAL results for seven talkers and filtering of KE-
MAR’s ears with Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. There were 100 trials
for each spatial separation (400 trials total). Error bars are SD.
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5.5 Results for comparison with VGHA beamformer
The comparison throughout the results figures is between three microphone conditions
(HRTF, STTC and BEAM). The HRTF condition, which uses Impulse Responses
(IRs) recorded using a KEMAR dummy, is equivalent to natural binaural hearing and
provides a baseline for comparison of the STTC and BEAM (i.e., VGHA beamformer)
microphone conditions.
The results suggest that the performance of the STTC algorithm and the head-
mounted beamforming array (BEAM) have comparable performance for the CSII
measure of speech intelligibility. It should be noted, however, that the CSII is a
monaural measure of speech intelligibility and does not capture any benefit of access
to ITD and/or ILD spatial cues, which would be available to both the STTC and
HRTF microphone conditions. The data are represented in two ways. In Fig. 5·10,
the intelligibility of the target (green) and maskers (red) is shown in the same subplot
for the HRTF, STTC and BEAM microphone conditions (rows, top to bottom) and
for mixtures of 3, 5 and 7 talkers (columns, left to right).
In Fig. 5·11, the same data are plotted with an alternative visualization, with the
intelligibility of the target shown in the left column and the average intelligibility of
the maskers shown in the right column, for mixtures of 3, 5 and 7 talkers (rows, top to
bottom). While performance on this monaural measure of target speech intelligibility
is comparable for the STTC and BEAM microphone conditions at spatial separations
of ±60  and ±90 , the STTC algorithm demonstrates superior target talker intelligi-
bility at the smaller spatial separations of ±15  and ±30  (see Fig. 5·11, left column).
The STTC algorithm also demonstrates more e↵ective suppression of masker intelligi-
bility (see Fig. 5·11, right column) at every angular separation and for every mixture
(3, 5 or 7) of talkers.
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(a) 3 Talkers (b) 5 Talkers (c) 7 Talkers
Figure 5·10: Speech Intelligibility results for the HRTF, STTC and
BEAM microphone conditions (Top to Bottom) for mixtures of 3, 5
and 7 talkers (left to right). All talkers were of equal loudness. This is
the same data as in the following figure (Fig. 5·11), albeit plotted and
visualized di↵erently. There were 100 trials for each spatial separation





Figure 5·11: Intelligibility of Target Talker (left column) and Mean
Intelligibility of Maskers (right column) for 3, 5 and 7 talkers (Top to
Bottom). All talkers were of equal loudness. This is the same data as in
the previous Figure (Fig. 5·10), albeit plotted and visualized di↵erently.
There were 100 trials for each spatial separation (400 trials total). Error
bars are Standard Deviation (SD).
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5.6 Results for behavioral (i.e., psychoacoustic) measures
This third and final set of results is for a psychoacoustic experiment with human
subjects, who listened to processed and unprocessed mixtures of seven concurrent
talkers. Pre-recorded Impulse Responses (IRs) were used for the Head Related Trans-
fer Function (HRTF) and head-mounted beamforming array (BEAM) microphone
conditions, adapted directly from previous work in the Kidd lab on the VGHA (see
Section 2.3 in Chapter 2). The STTC masks, computed using virtual room acoustics,
were used to filter the binaural (i.e., left and right ear) mixtures that were computed
using the HRTFs recorded with the KEMAR dummy in an actual room.
The comparison throughout the results figures is between three microphone con-
ditions (HRTF, STTC and BEAM). The HRTF condition, which uses IRs recorded
using a KEMAR dummy, is equivalent to natural binaural hearing and provides a
baseline for comparison for the STTC and BEAM microphone conditions.
Spatial Release from Masking (SRM) was calculated by subtracting the Target
to Masker Ratio (TMR) for the “Spatially Separated” condition (with six competing
talkers at ±30 , ±60 , and ±90 ), from the TMR for the “Colocalized” condition in
which all seven talkers were localized at 0 . The consistent result could be seen in the
performance metrics for each of the eight subjects (see Figs. 5·12 and 5·13) as well in
the group means (Table 5.4). The STTC microphone condition outperformed both
the HRTF and BEAM conditions by a significant margin (see Fig. 5·14).
Microphone Colocalized Spatially Separated Spatial Release from
Condition TMR TMR Masking (SRM)
HRTF +3.48± 1.12 dB   3.85± 2.53 dB + 7.33± 1.85 dB
STTC +3.43± 0.90 dB  15.64± 2.91 dB +19.07± 2.33 dB
BEAM +3.71± 1.31 dB   5.92± 0.87 dB + 9.63± 1.42 dB
Table 5.4: Target to Masker Ratio (TMR) and Spatial Release from
Masking (SRM) for the group of eight Normal Hearing (NH) subjects.
The group means and ± standard deviations are shown.
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Figure 5·12: Target-to-Masker Ratio (TMR) for each of the eight
individual Normal Hearing (NH) subjects. There were at least four
blocks of trials for each condition, though some subjects completed up
to eight blocks for each condition. Spatial Release from Masking (SRM)
(see Fig. 5·13) was computed by subtracting the “Spatially Separated”
TMR from the “Colocalized” TMR. Error bars are standard deviation.
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Figure 5·13: Spatial Release from Masking (SRM) for each of the
eight individual Normal Hearing (NH) subjects. There were at least
four blocks of trials for each condition, though some subjects completed
up to eight blocks for each condition. Spatial Release from Masking
(SRM) was computed by subtracting the “Spatially Separated” TMR
from the “Colocalized” TMR (see Fig. 5·12).
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n.s.
Figure 5·14: Target to Masker Ratio (Top panel) and Spatial Release
from Masking (Bottom panel) for the group of eight Normal Hearing
(NH) subjects. Error bars are Standard Error of the Mean (SEM).
> ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ indicates that the p-value was smaller than 0.0001 whereas
“n.s.” indicates “no significance” and a p-value greater than 0.05.
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5.7 Discussion
In this chapter, the Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) Assistive Listening De-
vice (ALD), described in Section 3.4 (see Figs. 3·14 and 3·15), was evaluated using
both virtual room acoustics and Head Related Impulse Responses (HRIRs) recorded
with a KEMAR manikin (Fig. 5·1). The results presented throughout this chap-
ter, using both computational (Sections 5.4 and 5.5) and behavioral (Section 5.6)
measures, suggest that the STTC ALD can provide a highly significant speech in-
telligibility benefit (see Fig. 5·14) and e↵ect sound source segregation (see Figs. 5·4
through 5·9) in complex acoustic scenes with multiple concurrent talkers.
A notable result from Section 5.4 is that performance for the 140-mm six-
microphone STTC ALD is comparable to that of the IBM and IRM in the CSII
measure for three concurrent talkers (see Fig. 5·4) once the spatial separation be-
tween the target and the symmetrical maskers, is   30 . This result, this time using
binaural signals from KEMAR’s ears and mixtures of female talkers, is consistent
with the results shown in Chapter 4 using virtual room acoustics and mixtures of
both male and female talkers.
One result that was, at least at first, very surprising is that the STTC algorithm
outperforms the IBM and IRM masks in the BSS EVAL SDR and SIR metrics in
the three-talker spatial configuration (see Fig. 5·5). This result doesn’t seem possible
until you reflect that the ideal masks are computed individually for both the left
and right ear, which means that the “target” component has been filtered by the
head, thereby degrading the “signal” component used to compute the IBM and IRM
masks. The CSII measure weights frequency regions according to their importance
for speech perception, whereas the BSS EVAL SDR and SIR metrics do not. The
acoustic shadow cast by KEMAR’s head puts the “oracle knowledge” IBM and IRM
masks at a disadvantage in the SDR and SIR metrics in this experimental paradigm.
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Evaluation using psychoacoustic methods is time-consuming and can be trying
for the human subjects, as the listening task is tedious and repetitive. As such, the
approach taken here was a minimalist one, with only three microphone conditions
and two spatial conditions. While the STTC and BEAM had largely comparable
performance in the CSII measure (Figs. 5·10 and 5·11), STTC outperformed BEAM
in the behavioral (i.e., psychoacoustic) measures (Figs. 5·12, 5·13 and 5·14). This
seemingly paradoxical result makes sense when one considers that the CSII metric
used to estimate speech intelligibility is a monaural measure that does not capture
the binaural advantage of having access to Interaural Time Di↵erence (ITD) and/or
Interaural Level Di↵erence (ILD) cues for spatial hearing.
It should be noted that research on the VGHA (i.e., BEAM condition) has pro-
gressed towards inclusion of binaural cues at low frequencies (Desloge et al., 1997;
Welker et al., 1997; Best et al., 2017), a hybrid scheme referred to as “BEAMAR” (i.e.,
BEAM + KEMAR). Future approaches may compare the STTC ALD against BEA-
MAR, but the latter only o↵ers a benefit of only a few dB over the BEAM condition,
hence the STTC ALD would be expected to outperform BEAMAR by a comfortable
margin in psychoacoustic evaluations with mixtures of concurrent talkers.
While the results shown in this chapter can be considered encouraging, the argu-
ment can be made that this is an unfair comparison. The VGHA in this comparison
is an actual physical prototype and Impulse Responses (IRs) for the VGHA’s beam-
forming array, recorded in an actual acoustic space, are used here to evaluate its
performance. The proposed STTC ALD is not yet a physically implemented device
and is modeled here using a virtual model of room acoustics. Future work could
involve evaluating the STTC ALD as an actualized physical device in listening ex-




The Short-Time Target Cancellation (STTC) algorithm is a computationally e cient
implementation of the target cancellation approach to sound source segregation. The
STTC algorithm operates on a frame-by-frame basis, leverages the computational ef-
ficiency of the FFT, and is designed to run in real time without a priori knowledge of
the number of, or locations of, the maskers; only the “look” direction of the specified
target talker needs to be provided. The STTC algorithm was evaluated in Chapters 4
and 5 with a focus on demonstrating a speech intelligiblity benefit using both compu-
tational and behavioral measures. For the behavioral measures presented in Chapter
5, a highly significant (see Fig. 5·14) speech intelligiblity benefit was demonstrated
for the proposed STTC Assistive Listening Device (ALD).
The overall aim of the research project was to develop a wearable Assistive Listen-
ing Device (ALD), similar to the Visually Guided Hearing Aid (VGHA), albeit using
time-frequency masking to boost speech intelligibility while preserving binaural cues.
The end result, the STTC algorithm described herein, builds on previous work from
several research groups, as was detailed in Chapter 2. The processing of the algo-
rithm, described in Chapter 3, could conceivably be augmented and improved upon.
In its current form, it is a minimalist and e cient approach to computing a “soft”
Ratio Mask (RM) via multiple Short-Time Fourier Transforms (STFTs) computed
in parallel (see Figs. 3·8 and 3·15). The approach taken herein allows for sound source
segregation at a level of performance (see Chapters 4 and 5) comparable to that of the
Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM), a notable result given that
the IBM and IRM have been posited as the performance “goals” of Computational
Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA) (Wang, 2005; Hummersone et al., 2014).
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6.1 Summary of novel contributions
Both the earlier Roman et al. (2006) algorithm and the Short-Time Target Can-
cellation (STTC) algorithm can be described as two Short-Time Fourier Transform
Magnitude (STFTM) (Nawab, 1982; Nawab et al., 1983) computations, computed
in parallel, that are used to estimate Time-Frequency (T-F) masks. However, the
STTC algorithm described herein introduces four novel contributions that boost per-
formance to levels comparable with those of the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) and Ideal
Ratio Mask (IRM): 1) e↵ecting target cancellation via subtraction in the frequency
domain, (2) computing a “soft” continuously valued ratio mask using only the STFTs
of signals from a pair of microphones, (3) using multiple microphone pairs to compute
multiple binary and ratio masks, (4) interfacing multiple binary and ratio masks to
compute a thresholded Ratio Mask (RMT ) which is zero below a specified threshold
and continuously valued above said threshold.
6.2 Comparison with earlier approaches to target cancellation
Because the Roman et al. (2006) algorithm is explicitly binaural (i.e., the two micro-
phones are located at the two ears), an adaptive filter is used to compensate for both
ITDs and ILDs. Hence, each “look” direction requires a unique pre-trained adap-
tive filter. For the target cancellation via Equalization Cancellation (EC) described
in Mi and Colburn (2016), each “look” direction requires its own set of ⌧i and ↵i
parameters for each filterbank channel i in order to e↵ect target cancellation, which
takes place independently within each filterbank channel i, for every time slice j.
With the microphones forward facing, as in the STTC microphone array, ⌧ sample
shifts, implemented in the time domain before Time-Frequency (T-F) analysis via the
Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), can be used for di↵erent “look directions”,
as there is no need to compensate for ILDs.
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It should be noted that both previous approaches to target cancellation computed
a Binary Mask (BM). Because the binary mask computation requires a specified
threshold, the user, or the algorithm itself, would need to actively adjust this thresh-
old, as its optimal setting would vary with the number of concurrent talkers.
Unlike the previous approaches to target cancellation, the STTC algorithm com-
putes a Ratio Mask using exactly one target cancellation step (for each microphone
pair), via simple subtraction in the frequency domain. This minimalist and e cient
approach to target cancellation is what allows the STTC algorithm to compute its
Time-Frequency (T-F) masks in real time.
6.3 Comparison with other approaches to sound source segregation
The statistics of stationary noise are predictable over time, whereas non-stationary
noise fluctuates unpredictably over time. The constant hum of a ventilation system is
an example of stationary noise, whereas competing talkers (or background music) is an
example of non-stationary noise. Where Multichannel Wiener Filters (MWFs) Doclo
et al. (2015) can improve intelligibility in stationary speech shaped noise (Kuklasinski
and Jensen, 2017), but o↵er no benefit in non-stationary noise (Loizou and Kim,
2011), the STTC algorithm can improve intelligibility in both stationary and non-
stationary noise. Where beamforming strategies can boost the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) for a target talker, with the concomitant loss of binaural cues, the short-
time T-F masking approach taken by the STTC algorithm is e↵ectively a nonlinear
beamformer (Moghimi and Stern, 2014) that can preserve binaural cues. Where the
MESSL (Mandel et al., 2010b) and DUET (Rickard, 2007) algorithms require a priori
knowledge of the number of sources and their locations, are non-causal, and are not
designed to run in real time, the STTC algorithm requires only a specified “look”
direction, is causal, and is designed to run in real time.
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6.4 Future directions
For the results presented herein, the focus was on establishing basic proof of concept
and demonstrating a speech intelligibility benefit in both anechoic and reverberant
conditions. Continued work could focus on alternative microphone array configura-
tions, alternative approaches to signal processing for the algorithm itself, and alter-
native methods for evaluating performance. While the algorithm was described and
evaluated herein using arrays with six or eight microphones, an alternative 140-mm
microphone array configuration with sixteen microphones is shown in Fig. 6·1. Such
an array could conceivably o↵er improved levels of performance, albeit with the cost
of an increase in computational complexity and power consumption.
Figure 6·1: The phase di↵erences (top row) and corresponding ap-
proach to piecewise construction (bottom row) for eight pairs of micro-
phones is shown for sound sources with a Direction of Arrival angle (✓)
of ±90 (left), ±60 (center) and ±30 (right).
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If the proposed STTC ALD is to be physically realized, there will be tradeo↵s
to consider, as the device will need to run in real-time with minimalist onboard
processing. Concerns regarding power consumption and battery life would certainly
limit the number of microphone pairs that would be sensible to integrate into the
frame of a pair of eyeglasses for the wearable STTC ALD.
Evaluation with other computational measures of speech intelligibility
Several objective measures of speech intelligibility were used in the early versions of
the results figures shown herein. However, the results were largely redundant and all
the measures caused the code to run quite slowly, hence they were discarded for the
sake of increasing computing speed and reducing redundancy. These other speech
intelligibility measures, including the Normalized Covariance Measure (NCM) (Ma
et al., 2009), the Short Time Objective Intelligibility (Taal et al., 2011) measure and
the Hearing Aid Speech Perception Index (HASPI) (Kates and Arehart, 2014a) could
be included in future evaluations of the STTC algorithm and variants thereof.
Evaluation with computational meaures of speech quality
Speech quality was initially assessed using both the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech
Quality (PESQ)(Loizou, 2013) and the Hearing Aid Speech Quality Index (HASQI)
(Kates and Arehart, 2014b). The code for assessing speech quality with these two
metrics was implemented, but was forsaken for the sake of increasing computing
speed. The STTC algorithm seemed to score reasonably well on the PESQ measure,
though not as well as the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) or Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM).
However, some percentage of the lower score seems attributable to the High-Pass
Filtering (HPF) of the output of the STTC algorithm. A decision was made to focus
on the speech intelligibility and sound source segregation metrics. Future work may
return to evaluation with these above mentioned objective measures of speech quality.
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6.5 Closing remarks
The results from the preliminary evaluation suggest that a significant improvement in
speech intelligibility can be a↵orded with the proposed Short-Time Target Cancella-
tion (STTC) Assistive Listening Device (ALD). This device could conceivably provide
much needed help to populations currently having di culty following conversations
in complex acoustic environments.
While the STTC ALD was evaluated in Chapter 5 using behavioral (i.e., psychoa-
coustic) measures with college-aged Normal Hearing (NH) subjects, future studies
could evaluate whether a speech intelligibility benefit could be a↵orded to Hearing
Impaired (HI) subjects and/or older listeners who may not be diagnosed as HI but
who have di culty in complex listening environments (Shinn-Cunningham and Best,
2008; Ruggles and Shinn-Cunningham, 2011; Bharadwaj et al., 2015). The expecta-
tion is that the STTC ALD should prove capable of providing a speech intelligibiity
benefit to listeners who are older, and may be su↵ering from Sensorineural Hearing
Loss (SNHL), but who still have access to binaural cues for spatial hearing.
Further development might also explore the tradeo↵ between having a “narrow”
beam and one which doesn’t have to be aimed directly at the target of interest. More
work needs to be done on delimiting the “cone of acceptance” while still allowing for
some misalignment of the array and the target talker.
While the results presented herein are encouraging, the entirety of the evaluation
presented herein was carried out virtually with a computer and a pair of headphones.
Evaluation of a physically realized device in realistic acoustic environments could
provide insights for improving upon the approach put forth in this dissertation.
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Appendix A
Nested arrays for subband analysis
The piecewise construction approach to computing a “Global Ratio Mask” (RMG),
constructed from individual ratio masks computed with microphone pairs with varied
spacing, was arrived at independently during the course of this research project.
However, there are implicit parallels with the subband analysis via nested arrays
previously described by James Flanagan (Flanagan, 1985; Flanagan et al., 1985).
Flanagan described how arrays with a given sensor spacing (d) are optimized for
analysis within a limited bandwidth. A beamformer with a regularly spaced linear
array su↵ers from both spatial aliasing and a beamwidth that varies with frequency.
Hence, the optimal approach is to use a “nested array” with several di↵erent sensor
spacings; i.e. the approach also taken here, albeit implemented with pairs of micro-
phones computing Time-Frequency (T-F) masks instead of the beamforming array
(see Fig. A·1) described by Flanagan (Flanagan et al., 1985).
As described in Rabinkin (1998), the nested array consists of multiple subarrays,
each capturing a specific frequency band. In the example shown below in Fig. A·1,
a total of nine sensors is used to form three subarrays of five sensors each, with each
subarray processing a “Low”, “Middle” or “High” frequency subband. The nested
array design uses this subband analysis approach to eliminate spatial aliasing and
provide a consistent beamwidth.
Figure A·1: Nested array. Reproduced from Rabinkin (1998)
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Appendix B
Coherence Speech Intelligibility Index (CSII)
Most measures of Speech Intelligibility (SI) compute a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)




Wk · SNRk (B.1)
where K is the number of frequency bands, Wk denotes the Band Importance Func-
tion (BIF) in band k, and SI denotes the objective Speech Intelligibility (SI) value.
The Coherence Speech Intelligibility Index (CSII) Kates and Arehart (2005) follows
the approach described above, albeit using Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) in
place of SNR. The MSC computes the coherence between the “ground truth” input
signal x and the output signal y. For the results presented here, x is the corpus (c)
sentence cj, (where j is the index of the talker), and y is the processed output. The













where \MSC denotes the MSC, and Xm(!) and Ym(!) denote the FFT spectra of
the “ground truth” input signal x and the processed output signal y, respectively, in











\MSC(!) is the fraction of the processed output that is linearly dependent on the





fraction of output power at each frequency that is unrelated to the input and thus
represents nonlinear distortion and noise. The CSII computation uses a bank of ro-ex





a SigNal-to-RESIdual (SNRESI) spectrum ratio:
SNRESI(j, n) = 10 · log10
KP
k=1









where Gj(!) denotes the ro-ex filter (see Fig. B·1 on the following page) with the
jth center frequency. The SNRESI computed above is limited to [ 15, 15] dB and
mapped linearly between 0 and 1 to produce a new term denoted TCSII(j,m), which













where Wj is the CSII Band-Importance Function (BIF) (see Fig. B·2 on the following
page) and K is the number of bands spanning the signal bandwidth.
For the results shown in Chapters 4 and 5, the CSII was computed for the target
talker, and for each competing talker in the sound mixture, using the set of unfiltered
and unprocessed corpus sentences cj[m] (where j is the index of the talker) as the
“ground truth” input x and the processed sound mixtures as the output y.
This appendix on the CSII measure was largely adapted from Chapter 11 of the
book Speech Enhancement by the late Philipos Loizou (Loizou, 2013).
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Figure B·1: ro-ex filters for CSII. Reproduced from Loizou (2013)
Figure B·2: Band Importance Function (BIF) for CSII.
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Appendix C
Blind Source Separation Evaluation (BSS EVAL)
Sound source segregation performance was evaluated using the BSS EVAL toolbox
Vincent et al. (2006), which yields a Source to Interferers Ratio (SIR) and a Source to
Distortion Ratio (SDR). The SDR measure includes a penalty for artifacts; these can
be room reverberations Mandel et al. (2010a) or artifacts introduced by the algorithm
itself. For all objective measures, the original unfiltered and unprocessed five-word
corpus sentences cj[m], from the Kidd lab BUG corpus (Kidd et al., 2008), were used
as ground truth, with c1[m] the designated target talker sentence.
The approach taken here posits that the processed output y[m], which is an es-
timate ŝ[m] of the ground truth target signal s[m], is the sum of target (starget[m]),
interferer (einterf [m]) and artifact (eartif [m]) components:
y[m] = ŝ[m] = starget[m] + einterf [m] + eartif [m] (C.1)
The target and interferer components are computed by taking the projection of
the processed output y[m] onto the ground truth corpus sentence cj[m], with the two
signals temporally aligned using the time lag ⌧j:
starget[n] = P (y[m], c1[m], ⌧1) =
hy[m  ⌧1], c1[m]i  c1[m]














where h·, ·i indicates the inner product and k·k indicates the vector 2-norm. Note that
kcj[m]k2 = hcj[m], cj[m]i. The artifact component is then computed as that which is
neither target nor interferer:
eartif [m] = y[m]  starget[m]  einterf [m] (C.4)
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The Source to Interferers Ratio (SIR), Source to Distortion Ratio (SDR) and
Sources to Artifacts Ratio (SAR) measures are then computed using the target, in-







keinterf [m] + eartif [m]k2
(C.6)
SAR = 10log10
kstarget[m] + einterf [m]k2
keartif [m]k2
(C.7)
where k·k2 indicates the squared vector 2-norm, i.e., the sum of squares of all entries
(Mandel et al., 2010a). Only the SIR and SDR measures (i.e., not SAR) were used
for the results presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The SDR measure can be thought of as
a “handicapped” variant of the SIR ratio, one which includes a penalty for artifacts
in the denominator.
It should be noted that, where the CSII measure (see Appendix B) performs a
sub-band analysis and weighs each frequency band according to its importance for
speech intelligibility, the BSS EVAL measures described here do not, and instead
implicitly consider all frequency regions to be of equal importance. The advantage of
using the SDR and SIR measures is that scalar performance metrics of sound source
segregation can be computed regardless of how many interfering talkers are in the
acoustic scene. If there is one target talker and six interfering talkers, as in the
results presented in Chapter 5, the BSS EVAL measures described here compute one
scalar SDR value and one scalar SIR value. By comparison, the CSII measure would
iteratively compute predictions of speech intelligiblity for each of the seven talkers in
the acoustic scene, yielding a vector of seven CSII values.
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